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1 EEQCEEQlEEE
2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Are we ready to proceed?

|

3 Good morning.

4 I wanted to report an ex parte conference on

5 scheduling. After we adjcurned last evening, I discussed

8 with Ms. Bradford the Board 's inclination not to accept

|

|
7 without further consideration the asserted non-availability

8 of the League of. Women Voters for today.
|

9 That discussion led to a conference among all of

to the parties still in attendance , including the Licensee, the
i

11 Commonwealth, the staff and Ms. Bradford, in which it was

12 pointed out by the Commonwealth and Mr. Trowbridge that

| 13 there will be a need in any event for a session af ter today

[
'

14 on the SER supplements.

15 When we learned that, we decided it would not be

18 necessary for the League cf Women Vcters to be available for

17 testimony today. That way we will wind up with this panel

! 18 and then discuss scheduling matters. We will rule on the

19 proposed reF attal evidence on psychological issues at the
|

( 20 conclusion of the testimony of this panel.

Is there any other preliminary buhiness?21
|

22 MS. STRAUBEs Chairman Smith, upon reviewing thel

23 York County plan after taking the Annex V and Annex W off of

24 it, there is no Annex Y and Annex W for Icrk Ccunty

25 attached, so we are making Copies now and we will distribute

ALCERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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/ 1 them to the parties.

2 CHAIBRAN SMITH: .?re you ready?

3 MS. GAIL BRADFORD: Good morning. Is this working?(
4 Whereupon,

5 ADOLPH L. BELSER,

6 BANDY L. CUBRY and
,

7 MICHAEL E. WERTZ,

8 the witnesses en the stand at the time of the previous day's

9 recess, resumed the stand.and testified further as.follows.

10 CROSS EXAMINATION - Besumed

11 BY HS. GAIL BRADFCRD:

12 C Could you-turn to Annex B, please?

13 (Pause.)

(
14 Mr. Curry, I had some concerns about the number of

15 persons who would be needing to use or have the use cf

16 dosimetry or potassina iodide, dnd I started outlining the

17 energency workers I thought might need dosimetry and

18 potassium lodide, and I do notice at the back of Annex R

19 there is a listing of energency workers and the number of

20 potassium iodine units. That list appears at page R-23.

*
21 The section is Annex R, IV, Section C.

,

22 Could you explain whether the listing totalled --

23 which says KI units, and those pagos of the York County plan

| 24 neans that that would be a number of persons or a reasonable

25 estimate of the number of persons who would be energency

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGToF. D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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*
1 workers?

2 A (HITNESS CURRY) When I compiled the listing for

,- 3 predistribution of postassium iodide, I took a number of

4 f actors into account. I solicited from the affected

5 municipalities their input on how many dosage units they

- ~6'would require for their operations.

7
- I did so again with a commonsense viewpoint of not

8 to overstock but to keep an ample supply for individuals

9 that might require it. The breakdown is effected in the

10 energency management agencies based on the number of people

11 that normally would occupy an emergency operations center in

12 the planning portion.

13 The general distribution to fire companies, police

14 departments and ambulance services is based upon the normal

15 members that respond actively in response to an emergency.

16 I also used, again with the commonsense concept,

17 that these dosage units con tain a 14-day supply and

18 therefore during the initial stages of an incident they

19 could be, in effect, shared by emergency workers if we did

20 not have individual units for everyone.

|
21 So in other words, for an initial *three-day supply

22 we could in effect quadruple the availability of the

23 potassium iodide that we predistributed. I as sure within a

24 three-day pericd we could get as much of the pctassium

25 iodide that we would need from external sources.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE.,3.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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1 Q Do you anticipate distributin potassium icdile tc

2 bus drivers, school bus drivers?

3 A (WITNESS CURRY) At this point I do not. You will
,

4 see a contingency supply maintained at the courthcuse that

5 is rather large. I did that purposely for contingencies

6 such as.you mentioned for bus drivers and whoever else.may

| 7 need it. The courthouse is centrally located and we could

8 distribute it very quickly.

9 C Will all of this potassium iodide he maintained at

|

|
10 the courthouse or will it be predistributed to the townships

11 and fire halls?

12 A (WITNESS CUBBY) The iden.tified distribution will

13 he predistributed to the emergency workers themselves.

14 Q In advance of an emergency?

15 A (WITNESS CURBY) It has been identified to me by

18 the Pennsylvania Energency Management Agency that this will

17 be done by Jnue of this year.

18 Q Do you expect to have potassium iodide available

19 for use by persons who are emergency workers at reception

20 centers who say be doing emergency work there?

21 A (WITNESS CURRY) I do not see a sbecific need for

22 it. If the Bureau of Radiation Protection recommends that,

23 obviously we vill get it to them.

24 Q Do all of these persons -- or would this be a

25 reasonable estimate of the number of dosimetry sets needed?

|
t

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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*
1 A (HITNESS CURRY) I an using as a basic assumption

2 that this would ersentially be the dosimetry requirements

3 also.

4 Q Do you have enough dosimetry for all of these

5 people?

. 6 A (HITNESS CUBRY) I have sufficient . supplies of the

7 CDV-742. I do not have in my possession the therna?,

8 luminescent dosimeters of the -- I think it is a CDV-730.

9 But again, through working with the Pennsylvania Energency

to Hanagement Agency, they have indicated that this will be

11 supplied also'in essentially the same time frame as the

,

12 potassium iodide distribution.
(
'

13 Q From my counting up in this chart, I came up with

14 360 T1Ds. Would that be accurate?

| 15 A (EITNESS CURRY) Sixty?

16 Q Three hundred and sixty, I believe.

17 A (WITNESS CURRI) I would think it would be more

18 than. that. I have not done a total, but I requested

19 essentially the same dosimetry requirements as I have for

l 20 potassium iodide.- That would include a reserte supply,

21 which is in effect 300 at the emergency opkrations center.
.

22 Q Hould you be obtaining or attempting to obtain

23 dosimetry for bus drivers, for school bus drivers?
.

24 A (WITNESS CURRT) Again, this would be wanaged, as I

25 indicated, with the potassium iodide. If we were notified

i

ALDERSCN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 that there is in fact an irradiated environment that bu's
2 drivers would be going into, we would distribute them at

3 that time 4 rom the courthouse stockpi3 -,

4 C So you.would anticipate having enough supplies on

5 hand but would not distribute it unless you thought it was

6 necessary.
,

,7 A (EITNESS CURRY) Not to bus drivers, to emergency

8 services only.

9 Q Do you. know' whether the Red Cross has any
.

to monitoring devices or dosimetry that would be useful in an

11 emergency situation at Three Nile Island?

12 A (BITNESS CURRY) I am not. aware of any monitoring

13 equipment that they maintain. Again, the Red Cross has a

14 representative on PV staff when we have a mobilized

15 operation, and I would be providing monitoring equipment at

16 reception areas as required.

17 0 Will you attempt to preinform ewergency workers

18 about potassina iodide so they may find out from their own

19 doctors in advance if they may not be able to take potassium

20 iodide?

21 A (WITNESS CURRY) In the units tha:t are going to be
,

22 distributed, it is my knowledge tha t th'ere are basic

23 instructions identified for its use, identified by the

24 Department of Health with potential side effects and how it

25 is used.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 The plan is also going to be distributed to th*e

2 affected. municipalities, and there is a porti:n in on

3 Throblock. As far as making specific recommerdations to,-

4 individuals to consult their family physicians, I do not

5 have the medical expertise to make that recommendation. If

. -- 6 the Departsont of Health suggested, obviously I will pass it

7 along.

--

8-~ Q Are your piens based on an assumption that the

9 potassium iodide will be in tablets 'or --

to A (WITNESS CURRY) Tablets. Not the saturated

11 solution. This is the Thyrobloct I think is the commercial

12 name.

13 Q Are you also prepared if the potassium iodide is
.

14 only available in liquid form?

15 A (WITNESS CURRY) That is kind of speculative

is because I have been assured that it will be made available

17 in the tablet form.

18 NS. STRAUBE: Chairman Smith, could I make a

19 comment at this point?

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, ma 'am.

~

21 HS. STRAUBE4 Okay Well, I do not t,hink either of
|
1

|
22 the county coordinators are aware yet of the change in the

| 23 Departsent of Health's policy on potassium iodide, and that

24 is just because of the recent change. Could I just make then

25 aware of it so their answers can be clarifying?

|

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Ms. Bradford is agreeing to that.'

2 HS. BRADFORDa No objection.

3 ES. STRAUBEa For your information, when the
7

,

4 Department of Health testified in this proceeding they found'

| 5'out that.they.could not get potassium iodide in tablet form
1

6 and ther intend to get it in the liquid form, which I

7 believe is called lugol.

j 8 So, as I understand it, the plans are going to have

' 9 to be sonevhat changed. That is.just for background

to inf ormation f or the purposes of your ansvers.

11 WITNESS CURRY: Great. I stand corrected.

12 (Passe.)

13 BY HS. GAIL BRADFORDs (Resuming)

14 Q In thinking about the plan, I became cCncerned

15 about coordination, which I would assume PENA would have to

16 do, so that the five risk counties all sounded their sirens

17 and started off their energency broadcast system stations at

1s approximatsly the same time if there was a need to do so to

19 start them off.

20 Will PENA coordinate that?

21 A (WITNESS BE1SER) Yes. Whon PEHA' notifies the
,

22 counties, it will provide them with a not only day but the

23 time when the sirent are to be activated, and since the

24 counties will be notified basically simultaneously, why,

25 then the sirens will be activated, for all and intents and

ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., G.W WASl44NGToN. D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2346
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|

! I purposes, virtually simultaneously as well.
*

i

2 Q Oh, you mean when a situation has gotten to a

.r 3 general emergency or -- you will notify --
,

I 4 A (WITNESS BE1SER) Notify. Actually, the director

5 of PEHA -- and of course after we get the assessment and sof
' ~-

-- 6 f orth and recommendations f rom the Bureau of Radiological

7 Protection, the Director of- PENA then in conference with the
,

'

8 Governor determines exactly what actions are to be taken.

9 At that time PEN A vill put out the word to the counties to

| to activate the siren systems, and they will be told at what;

11 tima that this is to be done so that the alert ist

12 simultaneous.

13 Q Does PEHA have any guidelines at the moment about

14 how long a period of t&me the counties might be given to

15 prepare between the time that the county first hears about

1e the situation and the time that -- or hears of the situation

17 has gone to a general situation and the time that the sirens

| 18 are supposed to go off.

|

|
Ig That, to my mind , is a critical period of time

20 during which any communications which want to be done in

1 21 advance of the general public finding out 'ould have to bev

22 done.

23 A (EITNESS BE1SER) I as not sure that I thoroughly

24 understand your question, but let me say this and then we
|

25 can pursue it further as aay be required. As we progress'

|

|
:

1

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC, |
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*' 1 ti' rough the various stages of alert from an unusual event to

2 an alert conceivably to a site emergency and ultimately to a

3 general emergency, the counties are being constantlye

4 informed as to the situation.
'

- 5- Conceivably, depending upon the situation, there

6 might be a requiremen t for sounding the sirens during a site

7 energency, for instance. In that case the time lag between

8 PEN A notifying the counties and . the county pushing the

9 button should be insignificant.

10 The preparatory time that you are referring to
t

11 should have been going on all along since the first

12 indications that there is a problem. There are progressive

' 13 stages that they logically go through in activating their

(
14 forces in getting ready for whatever type of energency you

|

15 are going to.

16 Hopefully you are going to. have maximum time

| 17 because more often than not we anticipate that we will not

18 go from a no-response level to a general emergency in one

19 f ell swoop. More often than not it will go through

20 developmental stages, and their readiness posture should be

21 increasing until this thing progresses until such time an

|
22 alert for whatever it may be is terminated.

23 Does that answer your question?

24 0 Yes, sir. And I also wonder whether there will be

!

|
25 any miniana time that PEHA would hold aside between

ALCEA$oN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 notifying the counties and asking them to sound the si[ ens

2 in the event of a very rapidly developing emergency.

r 3 A (WITNESS BELSER) I think you are talking about

4 decision-making time at this particular point. The

- :: - 5 situation develops, and from the very early stages of it our

,
- 8.eaergency operations center has been fully developed, and as

|

l 7 the information becomes available fror the Bureau of

8 Hadiological Protection,. decisions are going to be made very

9 rapidly.

10 And of course, you.have been exposed to General

11 Smith, and he makes decisions very rapidly. Of course he is

i
12 doing so before he makes those decisions. Naturally, ther

13 have to be discussed with the Governor, but the time lag is

(
'

14 very, very short, very fast. But I cannot attach to it
:

15 seconds ar minutes or be more specific than that.

|
18 0 In general, or in York and Dauphin Counties do the

| 17 counties notify the school superintendents?
!

| 18 A (WITNESS CURRY) It is our plan to notify the

19 school superintendents. He demonstrate that on a daily

20 basis for weather phenomena that may affect the school.

*
21 Q ,Is that also true in Dauphin?

22 A (VITNESS VERTZ) Yes. He would notify the school

23 districts. Most of the school districts within the risk

24 area of Dauphin County have purchased a radio receiver that

25 we can activate by tone and notify all the school districts

ALDERSON REPORTING CCMPANY,INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE S.W., WASHINGTON. O.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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1 at one time with one radio transmission rather than cal *1'

2 them all on the phone individually when school is in session.

3 Q Now, is that school districts or school buildings,-

4 also?
,

5::. A (WITNESS WERTZ) No, that is just the school

6 districts. It is in the administrative offices. The scP.ooli

! 7. district then would have to contact the individual buildings.

8 Q Is that also true in York?

9 A (WITNESS CURRY) That is true.

In the ' lan on pages 7 and 8 there is a list of10 Q p

11 municipal responsibilities. It is rather lengthy. In

12 addition to those responsibilities, would you say tha t the

13 aunicipals are responsible for determining additional

14 traffic control needs during an emergency?

15 A (EITNESS CURRY) Are you referring to a listed item?

16 (Pause.)

17 Q It is on page 7 and 8 in the beginning of your

18 plan, 7 and 8 in the York plan. I don 't know what page it

19 is in the Dauphin plan. It is iten VI, Subsectiod C,

20 Municipal Responsibilities.

21, A (WITNESS CURRY) Are you indicatibs an absence of

| 22 responsibility to identif y traffic control points ? Is that
|

| 23 wha t --

24 Q Oh, no, sir. I as just coming up with a list of

25 what sunicipals are responsible for in your concept.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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1 A (VITNESS CURBY) 2n the development of the loc *al'

2 sunicipal plans, we would expect the local police

,- 3 departments in conjunction with. their emergency management

4 agencies to identify traffic control points within thair

-
- 5 realm of responsibility.

6 This would not include if a major evacuation

7 routing ran through their municipality that was normally

8 patrolled by the State Police. We are talking about traffic

9 control points that on a day-to-day basis they destl with are

10.known could be impediments to an egress routing of the

11 pop ula tion .

12 Q Uould you also say that municipalities which are

13 located outside of the EPZ.would be responsible f or locating

i
14 traffic control points which may need to be controlled to

15 f acilitate the egress from the EPZ?

16 A (WITNESS CURRY) They would have to be made aware

17 of the major routings so that they could, yes. I have

18 talked to virtually every affected police departsent

19 representative that would have traffic buildup going through

20 their towns and identified that we would need their full
*

21 cooperation in keeping the traffic flow.
,

22 0 Is that also true in Dauphin County?

23 A (WITNESS WERTZ) Yes, ma'an, it is.

24 Q Have you preidentified any obvious traffic control
,

|

| 25 points? You do not have to list the traffic control points.

ALDE. mom REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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'

1 A (WITNESS CURRY) They.have not been included in,

2 this plan. Again, we are talking about something we deal -

r < 3 with on a daily basis. Just to give you an example, in Red

4 Lion Borough, Route 74, which is a major evacuation routing,

[c - ::- 5 and Route 24 join in the square. That is an obvious point.
l

~

6 that we are going to require some traffic flow.1 -
--

-
-

- 7 -... But again,.we are talking about. professional police-

8 officers that know their jurisdiction, that we establish a
,

l
9 continual rapport with, and as far as identifying every,

i
10 potential traffic control point in the county, I do not

11 really see a necessity for including it in the county plan.

12 Q Are the municipalities responsible for determining

13 additional monitoring or dosimetry or equipment needs that

14 they.have within their municipality?

15 A (VITNESS CURRY) They would not be directly

16 responsible for determining the requirements because we

17 would identify to the affected energency services, not

18 municipalities per se, what we would like them to to in the

19 decontamination and monitoring field. For example, the Glen

20 Rock Fire Department we would identify basically what we

21 would consider their monitoring needs and * provide them with

22 tha t equipment. If they indica ted tha t they needed more, we

! 23 would talk about it, obviously.
|

| 24 0 Is this also true of the Dauphin County plan
|

( 25, concept?
U

4
1

3
.
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' *
1 A ( MITNESS . WERTZ) Yes, ma'am, it is.

2 Q Are the municipalities responsible for finding any

r 3 replacement bus drivers, for instance, if any are needed, or

4 would that be the school's responsibility or your

5 transportation coordinator's responsibility?

6 A (WITNESS CURRY) It is everybody's responsibility,

7 depending on what particular resource you are talking about.

8 If the municipality.has a designated bus that they had

9 earmarked for their use, whoever coordinates that activity

10 within the municipality should be able to make come kind of

11 alternative arrangements for replacement drivers if,

I
12 required.

13 At the school district level obviously they.have

14 the same responsibility. The transportation coordinator

15 will be a key figure as f ar as coordinating resources, and

16 ve would do everything we can based on available resources

17 for replacement drivers, not necessarily somebody that has,

18 you knoi', a certification that they can drive this

19 particular bus, and obviously in an energency you do with

20 what you have, but yes, the coordination would be effected

*
21 by all levels.

22 0 Have you studied the bus availability lists that

23 are in the Parsons, Brinckerhoff plan and do you knov

24 whether there are additional buses beyond those listed which

25 are available in the immediate a- .a ?
|

|

ALCERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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1 A (WITNESS CURRY) As I mentioned in my testimony

2 yesterday, I have read through the Parsons, Brinckerhoff

3 plan, and one of the things that I did know is they did not

- 4 have a complete listing of transportation resources

. _; . . .: 5; identified in the county. Again, I think it more

L. . - 6 appropriate to maintain a listing of resources because they
|
'

7 are.a changing entity within the resources manual maintained

- - 8 in the county EOC. That is the document I would use as far

9 as resources inventory.

to HR. ZAHLER Mr. Chairman, I would just like to

11 correct, because there was some loose language here. It is

12 referred to the Parsens, Brinckerhoff plan in both the

| 13 question and the answer. In fact, it is not a plan, it is a

; 14 study. It should not be confused as a plan. -

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think that is consistent with

18 the evidenge, don't you?

17 MS. GAIL BRADFORD: Yes, I understand that I just

18 misspoke .

19 BY HS. GAIL BRADFORD: (Resuming)

20 0 There is a description in the Rogovin Report done

21 for the NRC which I think describes the importance of

;2 municipal and school plans, and I would like to read this
1

23 brief description to you and see whether you would agree

24 with it or not. It is attributed.to Oran Henderson, former
,

,

25 director of PENA. It appears on page 132 of Volume I.
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1 "I could prepare you the most-beautiful state plan

2 that , could assure you. the NRC would approve, but if that

( 3 plan is not disseninated and the subordinate county and

4. cal municipal plans prepared that dovetail with the state

~-- 5 plan and take the guidance in the state plan, yoa still do

6 not have anything. It is the local g'overnment, the county

7 government that are going to have to have the capability to

8 execute any evacuation if evacuation were necessary."

9 Is it your view that.'the municipal and school plans

10 are vitally important to the operation of the county plan?

11 A (WITNESS CURRY) It is highly desirable, in my

12 opinion, to have written plans. The absence of written

13 plans at the local level do not indicate that there will not

14 he energency response at local level. Most of the

15 individuals and responders identified in a. written plan

16 perform similar activities on a daily basis, obviously not

17 with the scope of a large-scale evacuation, but they will

18 essentially be using the same resources they use for fire

19 response, f or police response, for energency medical

20 response .

;

21 Q What about schools?

22 A (WITNESS CURRY) The schools also have procedures

23 for busing their children, either home during a vinter storm

24 scenario, anything tha t would threaten the children, and the

25 lack of a written plan identifying explicit details would
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.
1 not completely negate a response.

2 It would be. highly desirable to have these written

r 3 plans and have them at all affected levels, but I do not

4 think a statement saying that without these written plans,

5 that there would be inadequate.responnse. I cannot make

i- - - -: 6:that general statement.
l

-7- -- Q 3r. Wertz, would you care to consent?

=8 -A (VITNESS WERTZ) I think basically it is PIRA as a

9 coordinating agency among the state government agencies and

10 departments and counties of Eennsylvania, I feel that. the

11 county on the same . level is a coordinating agent with the

|
12 municipalit.'.es.

I

13 Your resources, both manpower and vehicles, et

14 cetera, are in those municipalities, and if they are not

| '5 vell prepared with a plan to give them a sense of direction,1

16 I do not think that the state and county plans would be as

17 f unctional.

18 I think it is very important that the

19 municipalities and school districts do have good written

20 plans.

21 0 Did you have anything to add, Mr.' Belser?

22 A (VITNESS BE1SER) To my way of thinking, a plan is

23 worthless unless you can implement it. I think th't Oran

24 Henderson's comment and I have not read the doc *r. ant that--

is very aptly stated, true, and we25 you are looking at --

|
|

|
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*
1 have just consummated the first stages of trying to hav'e the l

l

2 county plans support the state plan and have just submitted

g 3 Cumberland County's plan, the last of the five, to the R AC

4 for its informal review.

-
. 5 One of the things.that.ve concentrated on was being

-- 6 sure that the county plan supports the state plan. They are
'

7 all tied together, the head bone is attacked to the ankle

. 8 bone kind of concept. And as Mr. Wertz has stated, the

9 municipalities have to be prepared.

10 Now, when we say a plan -- and I before being

11 affiliated with PEHA.had an opportunity to go out and work

12 in the municipalities at the lowest possible level in

13 assisting them in putting ' plans together. I found, thcugh I
,

14 was not involved in any way, shape or fora during the

| 15 incident -- as a matter of fact, I have been on board a very
!

16 short period of time, as I am sure you are aware -- I found

17 that more of ten than not you talk to many people cut there
1

18 and they know what to do, and they did it well during the

19 Three Hile Island incident.

20 But when you ask them to put that on paper, when

21 you ask them to reduce that to writing, thkt creates real

22 problems; but that does not in any way obviate, if you will,

23 the necessity for having a plan, and I believe that there

24 should be a plan at the state level and there must be one at

25 the county level, and there should be some form of planning

1

l
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1 -- now, it might be a . standard ope ra ting procedure It might

2 he a piece of paper which is fairly simplistic in form in

(' 3 which it just outlines who has responsibility for doing what

' ~ 41 and what they had to do it with.

- - '5: It does not necessarily have to be formal, but-~

6 there should be some visible evidence of planning , and

7 naturally that cannot be done in a vacuum. It has to be

''

- - 8 done and those people need to be aware of what

9 responsibilities have been assigned to them by the county,
,

10 and these things must be all connected.together and must be

11 supportive of each other.
,

12 Q Would you = / they have to be written down to the

13 extent that, for instance, a school plan and a municipal
l (

- 14 plan could be coordinated with the county concept?
,

15 A (VITNESS BELSER) Yes, because I think something

16 aust be written down because it is very, very difficult.

17 Talk is cheap. You need to coordinate. And of course we

18 are talking about basically the same thing. Coordination is

19 absolutely essential and you must communicate, and that is
I

| 20 vital whether you are talking about writing -- articulation
;

21 takes many forms.

22 But in order to evaluate a degree of preparedness,

23 the medium for doing so in something in writing.

24 (Pause.)

25 C I just have a few questions about the Dauphin
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*

| 1 County plan. The first one is a little broad. But you

2 listen to Mr. Curry's ansvers, and in general is your

,- 3 situation substantially the same as York County's as

4 described by Mr. Curry?

i:- : . - 5- ..-.A (WITNESS WERTZ) Yes, it is. I think basically Mr.

i 6 C~urry's ansvers to the questions that you have put before

7 him were almost verbatia what I would have liked to have

-- - 8 answered to that same question.

| 9 Q And do you have essentially the same reliance on
l

10 municipal and school planning?

11 -A (WITNESS WERTZ) Yes, ma'am.

12 C And the same communications concepts, the same use

13 of radio or phone as is cited in the York plan?
'

14 A (WITNESS WERTZ) Yes.
s

t 15 0 Or as Mr. Curry talked about.
!

! 16 A (WITNESS WERTZ) Yes.

| 17 0 Have you made the same kinds of decisions about

18 which emergency workers will need wha t equipment? Potassium

19 iodide monitoring? Dosimetry?

20 A (WITNESS WERTZ) Yes, we have. Basically we have

21 followed the guidelines of PENA. We have ikentified our

22 potential energency workers in each municipality and have

23 given the list to have KI predistributed and also the same

24 with radiation detection devices.

25 C There was some discrepancy which I found between

l
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*1 the Parsons, Brinckerhoff study's concept of the direction

2 flow for persons in the Steelton-Highspire area and the PEN A

3 nap which is Commonwealth Exhibit 2B, I believe, in which I

! 4 beneve the Parsons, Brinckcchoff people. had persons in

-- 5 Steelton and Highspire heading -- well, they did not have

6 them taking the turnpike. They had then heading north,

7 Have you examined that situation? Do you know

8 whether. there 1.; a conflict there? I see Mr. Belser nodding

9 his head.

10 A (EITNESS BE1SER) It is my turn. Yes, on our map,

11 this blue and white map that I have here,.we show our

12 evacuation route going approximately three miles toward the

13 f acility (indica ting ) . It goes the three miles.toward the

14 facility, albeit it is. not. the best arrangement, but it is

15 going in ord er for them to get onto the turnpike so that

l
16 they evacuate in the-direction of where their children are

( 17 going to be and their children are ultimately going to be in

18 Bedford.

19 This is an element which we have a differenme with

20 the study because their study shows them evacuating almost

21 north of Front Street. They have since changed that. Ther

22 route them up Second Street, but that is routing the people

23 away from the area where their children are planned to be,

24 and some change or some arrangement has to be made to

25 accommodate these differences.

I
|
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1 Q What arrangement will you make ? Will Parsons,*

2 Brinckerhoff be able to -- or will they identify what

3. changes that change in transportation flow.vould make in

4 their time estimate?

: - ;; .: 5. -A (RITNESS BELSER) I cannot answer that question_

- - - .6 specifically. Recardless of what they do, my responsibility
.

__
7 for the plans, I will have to. take those all into

8 consideration ann make the ultimate decision how we are

9 going to handle that. I.have no way of kncving what Parsons
:

to and Brinckerhoff may do as far as their study is concerned.

11 Q Does PenDOT cr does PEHA have the capability to

12 analyze what change that given population 's change in

13 direction would make in the evacuation time estimatest

14 A (EITNESS BELSER) Yes. Yes, we do. And naturally

15 one of the considerations when we did our planning, which
~

16 has been a continuous thing, is not only the road network,

17 the densities, the capability for handling roads. You will

18 note on that map it is the only place where there is any

19 novement toward the facility. All movement is away free the

|
j 20 facility. And of course you say you are going three siles

21 -- that is the main evacuation route and tha t is all that is
22 shown on this map, are main evacuation routes.

23 You conceivably could be entering that a t any place

24 during that three miles, so you would not be going us many

25 miles toward the plant. We used that because for the people

|

|
|
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1 in that area the only way you could get them to the turnpike

2 where the children were going to be moved to ultimately'vas

3 to go that way.

| 4 I:vould say that the only thing we could do at this

- .. 5 stage of the game in the overall planning aspect is

| -6 determine whether those children which are presently in the
l

7 county plan scheduled to go to Bedford could conceivably be

8 moved-somewhere else, perhaps directly north to accommodate

9 that. sort of thing, and to do that we. have to take a look at
1

to the total picture .

| 11 It cannot be something done in isolation. It has

12 to be done in terms of the total picture of reception points

13 and tha.t sort of thing. It is not easy, but yes, it is

| 14 within our. capability.

1S Q Hr. Hertz, have you noticed other discrepancies in

16 the Parsons, Brinckerhoff study's concept of ope ations and
,

17 the Dauphin plan?

l 18 A (WITNESS WERTZ) No. As I said before, I have read '

|

| 19 through the plan one time. I have not gone into it in

1

20 detail. I have not had it for that long a period of time.

21 That was one that had been -- that I did n6tice and it was

j 22 also brough t to my attention.

|

| 23 But I feel like Mr. Belser at this time. I think we

24 have taken the quickest route to move those people rather

25 than routing them through a very populated and traffic
|
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*
-1 congested area.

2 Q Is it gener* ally true in the Dauphin County plan

3 that the school district reception centers or host reception

4 centers may be different from the municipality reception

. ..e -

:4 -5. center so that if a family without transportation is

-
- - er : .it avacuated, they may not go to the same reception center as

- ._. 7 their chidren are evacuated to?

3 A (WITNESS WERT2) The way it is now, we have what we.... ,

. - 9 call student pickup points. They are along the majcr lines

- to that the people would be using to go to a reception

11 counter. The idea behind that is. that. the parent can stop

.12 at that reception center and pick up their student and take

13 them with them to the reception center and in turn stay with

14 them when they are in shelter.
i

l 15 0 Students would be standing outside?

18 A (EITNESS WERTZ) Pardon?

17 Q Students would be standing outside until their

18 parents came by?

19 A (VITNESS WERTZ) No, ma'am. For example, one of

20 the student pickup points is it. Indiantown Gap, and they do

21 have the facilities to put. the students inside. If I would

22 ref er to the plan, I could tell them all to you. But the

23 people that are using, for example, Interstate 81 can just

24 slide right into Ft. Indiantown Gap, pick up their student

25 and take them along with them to their area where they would
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1 he given shelter.
r

2 Q Does this concept also apply to the York County

3 plan?-

4 A (WITNESS CURRY) The same basic ideology is

' J- - '- - - 5 employed, yes. Again, the main objective of a reception

~- ~:- 6 ~ center and a designated reception center for children is a

-7 place that the parents can pick up the children. We would

~~ ~8 like that to be done as soon as possible. But our primary )

9 objective is to get the children out of the risk area if

to there is a potential hazard to them, and logically working

11 on the pickup of their children, the time element is not as

12 critical as obviously is removal from the area, but !
~

l

13 essentially the concept is the same, yes.
/

14 Q So essentially it does not concern you that th e
!

| 15 listed reception centers for municipalities might be |

|

18 different from the school district that is affected. ;

l

17 A (WITNESS CURRY) It concerns se but -- and we try
i

18 to coordinate them as much as possible, but I de not think

| 19 that if there is an inconsistency, it would be that critical

20 to the execution of the plan because we are not talking
i

21 about that many affected students in that ' situation.

22 A (WITNESS WERTZ) In all instances the evacuated

23 parents would be passing within a few miles of that student

24 pickup point and it would be very easy for them to stop and

25 pick up their student. We have coordinated in such a way
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?,r '
*1 that nobody would have to go out of their~way or do

2 extensive traveling to pick up their student.

r 3 Q In the Dauphin plan or in the York plan is there

4 any plan for monitoring or decontaminating exiting cars or

~' 5 persons who do not go to reception centers?

6 (Panel of witnesses conferring.)

7 A (WITNESS CURRY) Addressing the York County plan,

8 no. In the revised version we do not have any specific

9 references to people that do not go to mass care centers for

10 decon tamination monitoring. If,the Bureau of Radiation

11 Protection indicates there. has been an exposure, we do have

12 the Energency Broadcast System as a vehicle to identify to

13 individuals that have been'in a particular area to uet then

'

14 checked out at a local fire company even if they do not stop

15 at a mass care center.
!

16 And again, this information can be relayed to a

17 large contiguous area around York County and the state.

18 Q Is that also true in the Dauphin plan?

19 A (WITNESS WERTZ) Yes, it is.

20 Q Now, would they have to go to a local fire company

21 in the THI area or would any fire company have monitoring

22 equipment suitable?

l 23 A (HITNESS CURRY) That would be worked out on an ad

24 hoc basis. It would be coordinated, obviously, with

23 individuals that do have monitoring equipment. At that
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1 stage it would be a coordinated effort of the state age *ncy

2 and Federal Energency Management Agency would obviotily get

r- 3 involved at that point because we are talking about two

'

4 different states or three different states.

'-.. 5. ES. GAIL BRADFORD Well, sir, I think that is all

i -- 6 sy guestions for this panel. It is less than an hour.

. 7 CHAIRMAN SMITH That is very good.

8.- (laughter.)

9 Es. Bradford had a few hours available to her

to overnight. She had coorganized her. cross-examination plan

11 and obviously she was working on the off hours.

12 What is your pleasure? I would call upon Nr. Gray,

13 I believe, next.
,

14 HR. GRAYS That is fine.
~

15 BY HR. GRAY:

1e Q 3r. Curry, in your written testimony in response to

!
17 Contention EP-6 A, you refer to hospital disaster plans. Do

18 such hospital disaster plans exist within York County?

19 A (WITNESS CURRY) I have two of the three hCspital

20 disaster plans on file in my office. They are
,

! 21 all-encompassing disaster plans. They do h' ve specifich
i

22 annezes that identify procedures in dealing with irradiated

23 victims. They give basic medical treatment procedures to be

24 followed, what basic resources should be consolidated and

i 25 what part of the hospital that they would be receiving these

,
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*1 people.

2 0 And those hospitals you are referring to, where are

3 they located?

-4 A (WITNESS CURBY) The two specific hospitals that I

5 as talking about are York Hospital and Memorial Osteopathic
;

6 Hospital, both located within the York City area. I have

7. talked to Hanover Hospital and it is my understanding that

8. they do not have a particular annex identified for treating

9 radiological emergency response victims.

to However, there is information available to then

11 although it is not an integral part of their disaster plan.
I

l 12 0 In your written testimony in response to Contention
!

*

13 EP-6B, you indicate that the county communications center

'
14 has a composite listing of wrecker / towing services. Is this

15 a listing for each municipality within that portion of York

18 County in the plume EPZ?

17 A (WITNESS CURRY) I do not have that contention in

18 front of me, I mean that statement.

19 (Witness reviewing document.)
|

,

1 20 Q Do you have your --

21 A (WITNESS CURRY) Oh, I.have it nok. The composite

| 22 litting that I as talking about is a Flex File system that

23 is available at every dissa.tcher's work area. It is a

24 series of files that can be referred to very quickly that

25 has basic services that are used on a daily basis, police,

|
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1 fire, different places that police officers take lunche*s.

2 They identify, for example, in the context of these
:

| 3 files when a particular police vehicle is going signal

4 five. It means they are having lunch at a certain

- 5. restaurant. So they can be reached at all times.

- 6 These files also include wrecker and towing

7 services that.have preidentified themselves to the county

8 communications for dispatch to energency actions.
|

9 Q Now in an energency, in the, event that the county

to resources for things such as wrecker and towing services
|

11 during an evacuation were insufficent, how would the county
i

12 go about obtaining augmented wrecker services or things of
.

j 13 this nature, presumably from the state?

I
14 A (WITNESS CURRY) If we had exhausted all means

15. within the county or if I had difficulty coordinating

16 responses from the county resources, I would most assuredly

17 ask help f rom PEH A. PENA would be a coordinating agency

18 with the National Guard entities, external county entities

19 in trying to resolve -- they would be identified under the

20 unset need category.

21 Q In your written testimony in resp 6nse to Contention

22 EP-6C you state that " amateur radio / fire / police services

23 assure redundancy to telephonic communications to local

24 governments on a 24-hour basis" for York County. Would you

25 explain. how that redundancy would be provided ?

|

|
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1 A (WITNESS CURRY) As I mentioded before, virtually'

2 all municipalities within York County -- and we have 72 --

3 have as a minimum either a fire department or a police

~ 4 department or an ambulance service, all of which have radio

- - 5 communication capability with the county EOC.
~

6 I have developed an amateur radio operations plun

7 that assigns preidentified amateur radio operators,

8 volunteers that when the need arises to operate mobilized

i
I 9 local emergency operations centers, that they would go there
l

10 and through them we would have a redundant communications

11 capability.

12 The county has procured since I have been there a

13 permanently prepositioned amateur radio transceiver that I
,

14 anticipate using f or continued communications with the local

15 EOCs so that we do not saturate or overuse emergency radio

16 frequencies such as fire, police or ambulance, but obviously

17 if we had to use them, we would.

18 C Have you gotten the letter of agreement yet with

19 the four intercounty amateur radio clubs? I think you

20 indicated in your tostimony that you were working on that.
i

| .

21 A (E1! NESS CURRY) Yes, I have. I have attended a

22 meeting just last week and I had attended a series of

23 meetings bef ore that because again, we have completely

24 reorganized amateur radio utilization within the county

25 within the last eight mon th s. And written concurrence was
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1 obtained from three of the four clubs.

2 One individual, the president of the club, did not
i

3 make it to the meeting but I talked to his and.he assured>

|- 4 that he would sign it, he had a copy of the operational

- - - 5 plan, understood the responsibilities delineated in the.- -

|=: -
- 6 plan, and his membership would not have a problem in

7 fulfilling those responsibilities.

8 Q While we are on the matter of letters of agreencat,

9 you have indicated in your written testimony, I believe,

10 that you are attempting to obtain a letter of agreement from

11 Adams County for the relocation center. Have you gotten

-12 that one yet?

13 A (WITNESS CURRY) I have a discussion Wednesday

14 again with the county coordinator for Adams County, Hr.

15 James Fox. He and I.have talked about specifics of

18 utilization of Adams County mass care on a number of

17 different areas. His proposal for ratification of this --

18 and he told me Wednesday that he had a resolution draf ted
:

19 for adoption by his county commissioners although a general

20 resolution indicated tha t they would provide, in conjunction

21 with the Adams County chapter of the Amerihan Red Cross, up

22 to 11,000 mass care spaces for York County evacuees.

23 He did not have the ratification formalized by his

24 county commissioners at that time. He indicated some

25 administrative problems but he assured me that there would
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1 be no problem in our working together if it was require *ds

2 and again, county coordinators do help each other out.

' ~

the second page of your testimony that3 Q- You state on

4 the U.S. Department of Agriculture board will be housed in

5 Pleasant Acres. Where is Pleasant Acres?

- .6 . A (WITNESS CURRY) Pleasant Acres is a complex that.

7 is owned by the county. It is commonly known as the Home

_.a for the Aged. We do have a series of county offices at.that

9 location because it is county-owned property, including the

to York County Planning Commission. That is where the county

11 agent is based, and the USDA Emergency Board is in the

12 process of . setting up offices there now.

13 The proximity is outside the plume exposure pathway
/

.4 ene rgency planning zone, and again, their offices would be

15 located at a sub-first-floor level, giving them a protection

16 f actor, although not equivalent to the county emergency

1-7 opeations center, greater than a normal house.

18 C Under the York County Energency Plan, what would

19 that USDA board's responsibilities be during an emergency?-
,

to A (WITNESS CUBRY) The county USDA board would be,

21 again, Oeeting and working to solve specific

22 agricultural-related problems that case up. A member of the

23 board is the county agent, the extension service agent. He

24 would be working out of the county ECC. 7.nd the specific

25 assignment I made in the amateur radio plan is to have a

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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*
' I representative at the USD A board and at the county

2 courthouse so that there can be a continual exchange of

,e 3 information between the county agent and the USDA board.'

~

4 Obviously,'if the Department of Agriculture

' + - - . -i - 5-assigned supplemental manpower, I would think that they

~ ~

6 would probably aggregate with the USDA emergency board at
|

7 the Pleasant Acres facility. Again, it is an informational

- 18 -pool in solving specific problaas that come up.

9 Q Has the USDA energency board as well as the county

10 agent been made aware of what you expect of them with regard

- 11 to responsibilities during an energency?

12 A (WITNESS CURRY) I have not talked specifically

- 13 with the representative seabers that make up the USDA

( 14 board. The county agent is my liaison and he interacts with
1

15 these people daily. I have had a number of sessions with

i 18 the county agent and he has provided me a letter of support

i 17 indicating his acknowledgment of the kind of information I
l

18 vill be looking for and che kind of assistance we would need

19 in a disaster response, yes.

20 0 In response to Contention EP-14 on the second page

21 of your written testimony, you refer to th'e new siren alert
.

22 system that the Licensee is ir the process of installing.

23 What is the York County Emergency Management Agency doing in

24 regard to establishing procedures for activating that siren

| 25 alert systen? Have you begun to establish procedures for
|

ALCERSoN REPCRT1NG CCMPANY. INC,
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*
1 the activation of that?

2 A (BITNESS CURRY) As far as for procedures for

3~ activating the sirens, they will be the same for the<

4-existing civil defense siren network. The York County Boerd
.

L 5 of Commissioners have signed a letter of agreement with GPU

- 6 Netropolitan Edison indicating we will accept the

7 responsibility for activation of the sirens when the system

3-is in place.

; 9 Q On the third page of your written. testimony you
|

10 indicate that the York Daily Hecord published an article

11 stating that energency public information brochures had been

12 distributed, and I know there has been some oral testimony

13 concerning this but I am not quite clear on precisely what

14 has been distributed and wha t the status is.

15 Can you indicate specifies 117 what brochures were

16 distributed ?
I 17 A (WITNESS CURRY) The brochures referred to, I think

18 I have a copy with me.

19 (Witness reviewing documents.)

20 H5. GAIL BRADFORD: Do you mean this brochure?

*

21 WITNESS CURRY: Yes.

1
1 22 HS. GAIL BR ADFORD: We had copies distributul here.

23 (Counsel handing document to witness.)

24 (Witness reviewing document.)

25 WITNESS CUREY: Pennsylvania Exhibit 5 is the

ALDERSoN REPCRT4NG COMPANY. !NC,
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1 brochuta I am refersing to. The particular references 'that

2 were made in the written . testisony -- and I have copies of

3 the news articles that I referred to -- simply identified

-- 4 that these-brochures have been distributed to the affected

- - - 5- aunicipalities ' emergency management coordinators and would- -

!~~
-

'- 6 be distributed by them to affected households within the-

7 plume exposure pathway.

-

8 It also gave an indication that the brochures

9 should be maintained in the individual's household, the Yorkt

|

10 Dispatch article that ran copies of the maps and also gave a
i

11 consolidated version of basic protective actions that

12 individuals should follow.

13 BY HR. GRAY: (Resuming)
|

| 14 0 Did you indicate that to some extent this
1

15 distribution had been made by some municipalities,

18 distribution to residents of municipalities?

17 A (WITNESS CURBY) Yes, I have.

18 0 Do you know how many of the municipalities within

i 19 the York County plume EPZ. have distributed that brochure to

20 their residents?
*

21 A (WITNESS CURRY) To the best of ay knowledge, all

22 that were issued brochures by my agency have made

23 distribution of them.

24 0 Do you know if those municipalities made any

25 distribution to places where transients may frequent, such

At.CERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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*
1 as hotels, notels, that sort of transient location?

,

2 A (WITNESS CURRY) The protective action plan that

3.was in effect at the time of the distribution of these

4 brochures did identify the responsibility f or the local

- 5 coordinators to make sure notels, hotels, places of-: - - 4- - - -

t

- 6 transients, parks within their affected municipality did

7. receive copies.

8 I also, when I disseminated the brochures, I did so

! 9 at a county level meeting at the York County Courthouse, and

10 I reiterated the distribution instructions. I have not
i

11 received specific feedback on individual notel units and/or

12 transient locales receiving -- I have not received that kind

13 of f eedback .

| 14 Q Hr. Curry, is what Mr Belser indicated about the
i

15 siren activation, coordination through PE5A of siren

is activation f or the counties, is that consistent with your

17 understanding of the sires activation planning that you have

18 for York County? '

19 A (WITNESS CURRY) Generally yes, but with the

20 clarification that the county recognizes it is our

21 responsibility for the activation of the siren systems. If

| 22 we receive inforsation that there is a potential or imminent

23 hazard to our citizens, we will not hesitate to activate the

24 system on our own volition. We will not do it arbitrarily,

25 and generally we will follow guidance from the state agency,

l
'

|
'
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/ *1 but it-is our responsibility.

2 C So.you could quite well activate the sirans in your

,- 3 county at a time when other risk counties for TEI are not

4 activating theirs.

. _. : 5 ._ A (SITNESS CURRY) 'Let me again reiterate that

- 6 counties talk to each other. Wo.have autual aid frequencies

7 with all the affected risk counties, and if we hit the

8 sirens, we will notify our neighbors, our contiguous

9 counties, that we are hitting the sirens.

10 Q Would you anticipate that you would delay

11 activation of your sirens during an emergency until you have

12 contacted your county energency management staff, notified

13 them of the existence of an emergency?

14 A (VITNESS CURRI) It would depend on the scenario.

I 15 If there was an imminent danger, no, I would not delay it.

16 I would ordinarily adminstratively delay activation rutil I

17 could reach my county couaissioners-because they have the

| 18 ultimate responsibility for the systen, but in my

19 discussions with the commissioners and our working

20 arrangements, if there is an luminent threat I would not

*21 hesitate to do it on my own authority.

22 0 on the third page of your written testimony you

23 refer to a police services officer who is part of the county

24 emergency sanagement staff. Now, that person is not
1

25 intended to have overall command of law enforcement forces

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC. )
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*
1 in York County in the event of an energency, is he?

2 A (HITNESS CURRY) No, he is not.

|- 3 Q Okay. At the bottom of the third page of your

_
4 vritten. testimony you indicate that the York County

1

:__ 5 emergency plan does not identify any requirement for the use

-- 6 of tamporary sigas in. support of an evacuation. Do you

|

| 7 contemplate the use of any such signs in an evacuation?

8 A (WITNESS CURRY) The written testimony was to

- 9 address a specific contention. There was a reference in the

to previous edition of the protective action plan that
|

| 11 indicated temporary signs. vould be placed on egress

12 routing. I think there was a misinterpretation of what
|

13 these signs would consist of.
|

.

14 It was my understanding that these signs would be

| 15 signs that were in prior existence and used by PenDOT, such
|

18 as " Slow," " Yield," "Traf fic Congestion Ahead ," "Traf fic

17 Control Points," or whatever. I did not look for specific

,
18 signs that say "THI Eva'cuation Route," things of that sort.

|

, 19 And in consonance with the sta te plan again , this

|
20 is a coordinated plan to bring the two plans and all the'

21 risk aunicipality plans together. Since that was assigned

22 the f unctional responsibility to PenDOT, it was therefore

23 deleted from the county plan.

24 0 on the fourth page of your written testimony you

I 25 refer to a home study course for training fire company and
|
|
|
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*1 police units in the use of radiolegical monitoring

2 equipment. Do you know what training has been completed on

3 this for various municipal fire company and police units

4 within York County?

5 A (WITNESS CURRI) The home study course referred to'"

+ 6 is a- graded eight-hour home study course. It is basic

7 radiological training to complete the makeup of this

a course. There is also an eight-hour hands-on instrument

9 course requirement for an individual to be certified on

10 paper as a trained radiological monitor. Again, this
I

11 t raining is specifically geared for operating civil defense

|
12 instruments for energency response subsequent to a nuclear

13 a ttack.

14 There has been extensive training of these home

15 study courses prior to beginning my role as emergency

16 management coordinator for York County. I have a listing of

i 17 trained radiological.nonitors that have completed both the
|

18 home study and' the instrument course on file in my office

19 and they number well over 100.

20 I.have taken it as a specific project to make these

21 courses available to fire companies, to police departments

22 and to other concerned entities that deal with energencies

23 on a daily basis. I have recently worked with my

24 radiological defense officer, who is a 50BDES officer. He

25 has recently received certifica tion to cond uct training for

ALCERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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1 the radiological training, the.home study portion.

2 This is the first time I know of that York County

3 has its own internal training capability. I would also like

4 to point out that the training required to operate the

:--- : S Geiger-Huller counter in my estination can be done within a

- 6 few minutes.

7 The. main point that I would like to make as f ar as

8 training capability goes with the monitors, I would like to

9 have it done not only for radiological emergency incidents

i to but an even acce pressing concern in my training efforts is

11 for hazardous materials that are on the highway.

12 I have talked to police chiefs throughout the

13 county and fire chiefs, and in my prepositioning of the

14 monitoring equipment I have recently acquired, I want to

15 make sure that we have one of these things in virtually

16 every emergency vehicle in the county.

17 Again, I cannot force anybody to take radiological

18 training. I can only offer it.

19 C On the fourth page of your written testimony in

20 discussing the energency broadcast systes you state that the

21 EBS network is to include a CPCS-1, CPCS-2'and CPCS-3

22 network . What are those things, CPCS networks?

23 A (WITNESS CURRY) Most people have very little

24 knowledge about the internal workings of the Energency

25 3roadcast System, including many people in the emergency

ALDERSCN REPCRTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 preparedness field. As a general description, the EseEgency

2 Broadcast System is a voluntary network of participating

, 3 media to provide us a vehicle to disseminate public

4 information f or protective actions.

- - -E- It is broken down on three levels of

8 p rioritization . The White House is the top priority,

7 obviously. The second level is the county level as far as

-- 8 disseminating energency information, and the third level is

9 the state. The CPCS references are an acronym again. We

i to use a lot of acronyms in the emergency preparedness

11 business. It is Common Program Con trol Sta tion .
;

! 12 Now, this is a. station that can activate a dual

13 tone which notifies all of the participating radio and TV

14 media that the Emergency Broadcast System is being

15 activated. The CPCS-1 for York County is WSBA radio.
I
l

16 It was not picked by York County Energency
[
'

17 Hanagement Agency. Its designation was done by the FCC in

18 conjunction with the state civil defense agency at the time

19 because of the equipment that they had available. Because

| 20 they have a 24-hour operation, during. the civil defenso
.

21 buildup years they were provided equipment'such as a remote

22 programming unit identified previously.

23 The have a fallout shelter with a representative
,

!

24 protection factor that meets federal requirements, and

| 25 basically they have a capability to make sure on virtually a
I
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1 24-hour a day basis that we can get the word out. The[e is'
2 a redundancy built into this activation systes._ We have

,3 designated in the EBS operational plan other stations

4 designated as secondary and tertiary points for initiating

3..the broadca st.-

6 All of the participating stations will have this

7-information. The CPCS station is merely an activator. For

& example, by CPCS-2 station is WZII radio, which is located

; 9.right in the square of York, so if.I do not have. telephonic

10 communications, they are four buildings away. I can

11 establish a runner service with no proble's.

12 0 Turning to the York County emergency plan and the

13 county responsibilities listed on page 7 of the plan, I

14 would ask you to look at item 10 on page 7, which indicates

15 that the county is to determine total resource requirement

16 shortfalls and report them to PEHA.

17 Have you determined the county resourt e raortfalls?

18 A (WITNESS CURRY) Again, the determination of total

19 county resource shortf alls is merely a coordinating effort

20at the county level. This is obviously to be done in a dual
~

21 type situation, one we want to identify unmet needs and

22 resource shortfalls beforehand. With the concept of

23 operations delineated in our revised radiological emergency

24 response plans, the previously identified unmet needs are

25 going to have to be reassessed.

ALCERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 It is my interpretation that the total resourc'e

2 shortfalls, although previously ideratified, can be worked

- 3 out for the plume exposure pathway on the most part with

| 4 internal resources based on the revised concept of

-
. 5 operations. However, this also means that during an actual~

8 contingency, that resource shortf alls will be identified at

7 the municipal level and consolidated and identified at that
!

8. point.

~

9 It is my personal interpretation and understanding
t

i 10 that identification of resources beforehand is good but it
|

| 11 is not really practicable until we deal with the specific

12 scenario.

13 Wo.can designate yes, we need "x" number of buses,

14 "x" number of ambulances, "x" number of whatever large

15 transportation resources would be needed, but as far as

18 delving into specifics such as flashlight batteries and

!

17 stuff and a lot of things I as getting, I as kinda of

18 filtering them out at the county level. I have not made an
!

19 aggregate resource shortfall notification to PEM A, no.

20 0 The municipalities are also supposed to make the

21 county aware of their resource shortfalls,* and are they

22 doing that?

| 23 A (WITNESS CURRY) Yes, sir. They are. That is my

1

24 souce of information from the municipalities. I have found

25 in the plans that I have received that the resource

.
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1 shortfalls identified are in sany instances not taken 1nto

2 account that we should exhaust all the locally available

3 resources before we request unset needs.

4 I have readdressed requirements that I personally

5 felt did not exhaust all. local.means to.the concerned

-- 6 ~aunicipalities for their rereview. We would hope to be able

7 to identify most resources by either procurement means on a

a voluntary lend-basis out of a grant, out of existing public

9 or quasi-public entities before we just arbitrarily shoot a

to large inventory of unset needs because I think that.vould be

11 counte r-prod uc tive .

12 0 Under the listing of municipal responsibilities in

13 the York County energency plan, item 1 indicates that

'

14 annicipalities are to provide emergency operations centers.

15 Have the municipalities within the York County portion of

16 the plume exposure pathway EPZ established EOCs?

17 A (EITNESS CURRI) To the best of my knowledge, ther

18 have as a minimum designated an emergency operations

19 centar. It is not my interpretation that they are mandated

20 to operate an emergency operations center on a 2n-hour basis

*

i 21 similar to the county operation.

22 They just have to have a place designated, and in

23 the event the emergency operations center has to be

24 aobilized, the individuals responsible will have functional

25 responsibilies for emergency response, know where to go, and
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1 I can say for the most part that has been accomplished *

2 though not been formalized in writing.

< 3 Q Item 8 on page 9 indicates that the municipalities

4 are to make available to the county medical coordinator

- 5 their listings of invalids not in medical f acilities. Have_

. e those listings been ande available for the various

7 annicipalities?

I
8 A (WITNESS CURRY) Again this is my interpretation of

9.this reading. The municipalities throughout the county not

to only in the risk area maintain listings of people with

11 special. health needs. I would not think, other than if it

12 was included in the municipal plans, that it would be that
i

13 critical to continually maintain that with the county

14 medical director.

15 I think we could solicit that information and have

16 it accumulated within a very short period of time,

17 reiterating again the county medical director is a volunteer

18 member of the county emergency manageme1t staff.

| 19 0 In Annex E of the York County plan on Pennsylvania
|

20 State Police York County traffic control points,

21 specifically page E-3 of Annex E, you indibate at the botton

22 there that there has been a verification with Hajor George

23 Evan of the Pennsylvania State Police.

24 What do you mean by verification? Do you mean thr:

25 Major Evan has verified that he vill provide the nbaber of

.
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|

|
*t 1 personnel at the p rticular locations listed in this table?

f 2 A (WITNESS' CURRY) That indication means that -- and

3 again, the particular reference there was verified-by a

|- 4 representative of the Pennsylvania Energency Management

: 5 Agency, and the verification was that these traffic control

6 identification points are consistent with the State Police

|
7 radiological energency response plans, operational

8 procedures.

9 Hajor Evan is the coordinator for the State Police
,

to for that plan. Just for inforsation, I have discussed the
|

| 11 context of these traffic control points with Hajor Evan
(

'12 subsequent to this vcrification being made and have

13 indicated it. would be in the best interest of all of us,

14 himself, the troop commandor for York County, who has been

15 recently appointed -- I have met his but I have not been

16 able to sit down and discuss specifics for different

17 disaster contingency operations -- that as a minimum we

18 three vill get together and work out and coordinate the

19 details of the state and county plans.

20 0 In Annex Q, page Q-2, Ites C.4, it indicates that
~

21 York County will require training for identified officials

( 22 in 1981. Do you see that statement?
|

23 A (WITNESS CURRY) Yes, I do.

24 0 What specific officials is that referring to?

25 A (WITNESS CURRI) The officials you are talking
,

i
i
i

|
|
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|
. 1 about? |

*'

|

2 0 Tes. The identified officials that training vill

3 he required for in 1981.

|
- 4 A (BITNESS CURRY) I think what I will do, and again,

.. .___ _ - 5 this is a semantical change as far as " require," I am going

. _ 6 to change that wording, if you.have a problem with that.

7 The county is not going to require anybody to do

- 8 anything. He vill make it available to all individuals

9 within the affected risk areas that desire it that are on

10 emergency staffs that desire to take it. We vill highly

11 recossend this training for the elected officials, for t.he

12 emergency management coordinator, for individuals that. have

13 specific response duties for radiological energency.
i

14 As far as specific titles, no .

15 Q Hr. Belser, yesterday you stated that the

16 Commonwealth proposes to use the Parsons, Brinckethoff

17 evacuation time estimate in its planning effort und

18 considers those time estimates to be usable. Do you mean

19 that the state has now decided to use the Parsons,

20 Brinckerhoff evacuation time estimates. in making the

21 protective action decisions?

22 A (UITNESS BELSER ) In ampliff arion, the Parsons,

23 Brinckerhoff study is a study. We propose to use it as an

24 adjunct to our planning. There are in our review -- there

25 are errors, there are omissions and there are dif ferences

|
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1 between our plan and our concept of our planning effort and |
*

2 the Parsons, Brinckerhoff effort or study.

3 Host of these are resolvable and by and large --

4 that does not necessarily mean.that if we could resolve most

- - 5. o f: them, that we would accept that study carte blanche for-

6 implementation. It does not make sense and that is not the

7 purpose of the study.

8 One of the aspects which the Parsons, Brinckerhoff

9 did not. touch on are the resources that you need for this
.

10 thing. I mean it is fine to come off with a study, but the

11 resources, the personnel resources when you start talking

12 about traff'.c control points, for instance, that cuts across

13 a number of spectrums, if you will.

(
14 It cuts across. When you talk about the main

|
15 evacuation routes, we are talking about state police

16 requirement. When you talk about the municipalities within

17 a county, you are involved with local police f orces. All of

18 the county, the state police and the municipalities have

19 been in this planning eff ort, as I think has been brought

20 out here quite well, and. have established traffic control

21 points within their communities and they khow exactly where

22 they should be.

23 After all, they are familiar with the ground, and

|
24 the plans that we have were put together over the past two

25 Years by people who know this thing chapter and verse on the

|

!
'
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|
*

1 ground.

2 So when you come off of the study, a computer

| 3 model, if you vill, which' undoubtedly is exceptionally well
|
| 4 done and probably meets the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's

-5 requirements, when.you become pragmatic about it then you

- 8 have.to consider these other aspects before you say res.

t When you sa7 ve accept it, you have to qualify what

- 8 acceptance really means.

9 And as f ar as the state is concerned, I will say

to this. As a planning standard, as a planning standard we

11 propose to use the upper bound -- and you are familiar with

12 the study, I as sure. There is an upper bound and a lower

13 hound, and the lower bound is a situation wherein your

14 response forces are not ready, your resources are not

15 prised, if you will, and you have a " situation where you have

18 a rapidly escalating scenario ultimately ending up in a

|
17 general energency.

1

18 And of course, in the upper bound you come off with

19 time frames that are longer. Now, in Pennsylvania here our

20 planning efforts have been ultraconservative, have been and

21 con tinue to be. After all, we do plan on i 360 degree

22 evacuation, which is very unusual, as I as sure you are

1 23 aware; and number two, in cur evacua tion plans we plan on

24 evacuating all the population, yet we know very well that in

25 all probability -- we know for a f act f rom prior instances,
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1 less than 50 percent will probably require evacuation. ' Hore

2 often than not they will voluntarily evacuate.

3 So by using the ' upper bound in our determinations

4 for. protective actions, this gives us a very conserv ative

~ -~ 5-approach which we want to continue to perpetuate.--

6 Some of the other things-that are involved here,

7 the differences are ones which.we have to look very

8 carefully at. Now first of all, we recognize that we have

9 to change our EPZ. This map that I have lying here was done

10 a year and a half ago, and our artist used some license with

11 his compass in that he did not use latitude or longitude

12 when he placed the center points, so consequently our radius

13 is a quarter of a mile off. Those things need to be

'
| 14 changed, and I most certainly as looking at redoing this
1

15 ef f ort.

18 There are some differences in the EPZ between ours

17 and what. the Parsons, Brinckerhoff study used, not

18 intentionally, but they are there, as to what parts of

19 Harrisburg are involved or not involved . There are areas

20 that we have to adjust in our planning because it roughly

21 involves about.12,000 people less in their' approach than

22 there is in ours.

23 We have sono differences in their approach to the

24 problem, in their concept of evacuation. Their concern was

25 to get the people out of the EPZ by the most direct,
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1 shortest route, but it did not nrscessarily consider exactly

2 getting them out by the most -- the quickest route does not
i

r 3 get. them out anywhere near where their children are going to

4 be in a number of cases. That could conceivably create real

- 5 confusion, especially if you are evacuating to the east and
i

6 you find out that your kids are over. here in the west.

7 So what I as saying here is there are some things

1 8 that have to be looked at very, very carefully. Hight now,

9 just as an indication of some of the things that we are

10 doing. here, to give you some magnitude of sorting out these

11 things, there are 31 traffic control points identified in

12 the. study.

13 We found out here, we determined that two of then

14 are state police responsibilities, so Major Evan has been --

15 ve have had some extensive sessions with the planner that I

16 F Ave working on this thing, sessions about that, but 29 of

| 17 those TCPs are municipal or regional requirements.

18 Well, okay. Now you got to get down with those

19 people and say, all right, are these ones, other than the

20 ones they have already determined, is this an additional

21 requirement? If it is an additional requihenent, where are

| 22 the people going to come from? It is all right to identify

|
| 23 traffic control points or bottleneck points or choke

24 points. It is fine to identify them but there are the

25 practical aspects of life that have to be looked at very

|

.
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1 carefully, and that is the sort of thing that we are do'ing.

2 One of the reasons why ve, I would say, use the

3 upper bound is because regardless of the degree of<

-- 4 resolution -- and I'm sure auch of this can be resolved --

-
- - ._- 5 it has pointed up a lot of things to us where we have made

6 some real boo-boos, which.ve are going to straighten out and

7 pull.this all together.

8 But that is where we stand on it, and we feel that

9 regardless of the degree of what we come off with, our

to conservative approach and using the upper bound, which va

11 can vary according to the situation, as a decision-making

12 tool, if you will,' this will give us what we want.

13 Q Thank you, Hr. Belser.

14 There was previous. testimony in this proceeding

15 indicating that in fact the state and the licensee had some

16 differences with regard to the time estimate study and work

17 was being done to resolve those differences, and what I was

18 really inquiring about was whether those have been resolved

19 and the state has now made a decision.

20 I believe you have answered tha t that they have not

'

21 been quite resolved yet.

22 A (VITNESS BE1SER) Thank you.

23 Q Mr. Wertz, you indicate on the first page of your

24 vritten testimony as to the need for substitute local

25 coordinators, that if a local emergency management

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 coordinator cannot be reached, elected municipal officials

2 vill be contacted.

3 Are elected municipal officials qualified as

4 substitute coordinators? Do they know the municipal and

=5. county plans and the duties of the local coordinators such.: . -

6 that they could be appropriate substitute coordinators?

7 . A (WITNESS WERTZ) Yes, sir, I believe they are.

8 Ther have the ultimate responsibility for the emergency

9-services and planning within their municipality. We have

10 asked the local coordinators to give us a listing of

11 alternate context in their absence. In the interis:ve are

1*i using the elected municipal officials because it is their

13 definite responsibility to see that. this is done.

( 14 Q You indicate there on the first page of your

15 vritten testimony that notification of key people will be by

. 16 radios where possible. What key people are you referring to?
l
j 17 A (WITNESS WERTZ) We would be talking about the

18 staff personnel of our emergency management agency and our

19 county consissioners. By radio we are talking radio alerting

20 equipment. By setting out a tone on the radio, it is

21 activated to give us notification that serhices are needed.

22 Q Are you speaking of something like beepers carried !
1

| 23 by various personnel?
|

| 24 A (WITNESS WERTI) Yes, sir.
l

25 Q I see.
!
|

|
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1 You indicate on the first page of your written

2 testimony that. the evacuation of the Dauphin County

( 3 energency operations center is not anticipated. Why don't

4 you anticipate that. that would have to be evacuated?-
-

A (WITNESS.WERTZ) At this time when the evacuation: - - " ~ 5 --

- 6 plans were originally written for the Dauphin County ECC

7 ther. vere withinside the 20-mile EPZ. As it stands now ther
.

-
- 8 are-outside the 10-mile radius. Although they are still in

i

|
- 9 the white area EPZ, they are outside the 10-mile radius, and

I

; to we feel that being in the basement of the courthouse, we
I

11 would have no reason to move.

12 We have refined and held that part in the plan in

13 the event that we would decide to move for any reason other

( 14 than nuclear incidents, flood or whatever. Since it as

15 already written, we have refined it and kept it as a backup.

16 0 You indicate on the first page of your testimony

17 that Dauphin County is redoing its communications systems.

18 Wha t are you redoing? What is being done there?

19 A (WITNESS WERTZ) Okay. I as not a technician as

20 f ar as radio systems go. What is happening is we are

converting our system to a system called microwave. About21

22 all I can tell you as f ar as a description of sicrowave is

| 23 that it is the most modern type of radiocommunications

24 available right now. We are putting in more transmitters,

25 n ew tower sites.

|
!
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| 1 He are renovating our communications center,

| 2 increasing its size. We are increasing the amount of
|

L 3 equipment that is in the communications center. We will
1

l

t 4 have two separate police. consoles to dispatch and handle
,

- ' r '5 police traffic. We will have a new fire console. We will.. -

- 8 have a new medical services console. We will also have a

7 supervisory console that will be able to backup, take over
|
'

- - - - 1r or supplement any of the other consoles that are in the

9 comannications center.

to This will increase our channel capability. We will

11 be separating our energency management network, which is a

12 separate radio network for local government and county

13 government officials to coordinate with our agency, not

i
14 interfering with any police, fire or ambulance frequency.

15 That will be into another console also.

18 Q On the second page of your written testimony

17 regarding a listing by municipalities of pickup points for
j

18 persons without transportation for an evacuation, have the

19 municipalities Completed their listing of pickup points?

20 A (VITNESS WERTZ) Of the 16 municipalities affected,

21 I have written plans for eleven of them. I know that three

22 of the plans that are not completed are near completion.
l

|
23 The pickup points for those 14 municipalities are listed in

|

| 24 the municipal plans.
t

25 0 How do you anticipate that the public will be

|
l

!
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1 informed of these pickup points?

2 A (HITNESS WERTZ) Yes, sir. In fact, Londonderry

3 Township has drawn up their own municipal brochure that
,

4 addresses just their municipality and is in the process of

- _ i distributing it to the. residents of their township. It

- S' l'ists the pickup points for the townships and local groups '

7 emergency numbers, any information that they might need.

- 8 This pamphlet is in consonance with the county plan.

9 Q How about the other municipalities ? How will they

to inf orm their citizens .c,f pickup points?

11 A (HITNESS WERTZ) Quite a few of them have taken

12 large ads in newspapers. Middletown Borough, for example,

|
13 has published a large ad giving the basics to their plan in

14 the paper. Quite a few of then have copied pickup points

15 and pertinent information and mailed it to their people with

16 their tar notices.

17 CHAIRHAN SMITH: Let me interrupt. I think again

18 ve have seriously underestimated the time needed, so we are

19 going to have to decide what we are going today.
|
'

How about you, Hr. Zahler? Are you still on the20

'

21 schedule that.you thought you would be?

22 HR. ZAHLER: Yes. In fact, I will have
,

|

23 substantially less than half an hour because a lot of my

24 questions have already been asked.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We are not in too bad shape.
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1 How about.you, Ms. Straube?

2 MS. STRAUBE: 'I an just looking. I think almost

3 all my questions.have been asked.

4 CHAIBHAN SHITH: All right.

_ 5 How about additional cross?
,

8 HS. GAIL BRADFORD: I have only noted two questions

7 so far.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.

9 HR. GRAI Harbe I can pick up the pace here a

10 little bit.
I

11 BY HB. GRAIs (Resuming)

12 0 Iou indicate on the second page of your testimony,

|
13 Mr. Hertz, that the Dauphin County emergency plan identifies

| -

14 64,000 spaces for' sheltering, which is far above what you

( 15 believe : will be required. How many sheltering spaces do you

|

| 16 actually believe vill be re quired ?
|

17 A (VITNESS WERTZ) I believe at this point in time it

18 would be in the neighborhood of 30,000.

19 Q What is the basis for that?

20 A (WITNESS WEkTZ) By determining 50 percent of the

21 population that would have to be moved thah would need

22 sheltering , I feel that 50 percent of the population that

23 would be moved would find their own sheltering, either with

24 camps or with relatives.

25 C But the 50 percent number is the 64,000 that you
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1 are providing fors isn 't that correct?

2 A (WITNESS.WERTZ) I do not think it says "have been

3 provided for." It says have been identified that could be<

4 used if we need them, sir.

-- - 5 0 And that is 50 percent of the evacuating

& population, is it not, those 64,000 spaces?
|

7 A (WITNESS WERTZ) Yes, sir.

8 Q But you anticipate that far fewer than 64,000 vill

9 actually be needed.

10 A (WITNESS ~WERTZ) That is right, sir.

11 Q And the basis for your believing that far fewer

| 12 will be needed is what?
|

13 A (WITNESS WERTZ) The fact that people vill go to

14 friends and relatives and will not seek sheltering that

~

15 would be needed from municipality or. host area.

I 16 C The third page of your testimony, you indicate-that
i

17 96 ambulances are needed to support the revised Dauphin

18 County emergency plan, yet I believe your Dauphin County

19 plan lists only about 48 ambulances as being available; is

20 that correct?
*

21 A (WITNESS WERTZ) That is correct.

22 0 How will you make up the ambulance shortfall?

23 A (WITNESS WERTZ) We are currently talking with our

24 emergency medical services counsel and have been discussing

25 with PEh' A to coordinate the bringing in of ambulances from
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1 support counties to back up our needs. We have identified

2 225 available ambulances from the counties north of us that

( 3 would be available to help in the event of an evacuation.

4 However, we have not at this time firmed up any commitment

5 from those ambulances.

e- Q On the third page of your testimony you indicate

7 that planning for the notification and availability of CAT,

8 C-A-T, bus drivers is under development. What reliance is

! 9 there on CAT buses for the Dauphin County planning?
|

10 A (WITIESS WERTZ) At this point in time we have just

11 -- the county itself has just hired a f ull-time

12 transportation coordinator. We do not have a whole bunch of

13 bus resources outside of the school districts in Dauphin

14 County.

15 The transportation coordinator has come on the

16 emergency management staff to assist us two weeks ago. He

17 is also a member of the board of directors of CAT and is in
18 the current process of working out some contingency plans

19 with them to see how many of their buses would be available

20 for Dauphin County and to identify the unset needs beyond

'

21 the bus resources of Dauphin County.

22 At this point in time CAT would be one of the nr.jor

23 transportation resources available to Dauphin County.

24 Q Eoving to your Dauphin County plan, on page 5 of

25 the plan under county responsibilities, what unset needs has

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 Dauphin County identified?

2 A (WITNESS WERTZ) Basically at this time we have

- 3 coordinated the input from our local municipalities. We

4 have identified unset transportation needs as far as buses.

._ 5 I am not sure of the exact number.without looking it up. He

6 have identified the shortage of ambulances, which we have

7 addressed earlier, and we have addressed a shortage of some

8 police personnel for traffic control.

9 WITNESS BELSER: Mr. Chairman, may I request a

10 short break?

11 CHAIRMAN SHITH: Yes. I think we are all about

12 ready for one. Let's take a ten-minute morning break.

13 (Becess.)

14 CHAIRMAN SHITHa We vill be adjourning today at no

15 later than.12 o' clock.;

16 BI HR. GRAY: (Resuming)

| 17 Q Hr. Wertz, has.the county provided training for
1

18 annicipal energency management coorlinators?

19 A (WITNESS WERTZ) Just a little background on that.

20 The training program for Dauphin County.has been very

| 21 limited in the past. I came on board as tde coordinator in

22 November. In the interim between the time the previous

23 coordinator. had resigned and the time that I was hired, the

| 24 department ran on a day by day basis, and most of the
1

25 programs that were existent vent by the wayside.

|
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1 We'are now in the process of totally redoing t'he

2 Dauphin County training plan. We get new coordinatcrs,
.

3 annicipal coordinators that come on board. I did go out and
!

! 4 meet with them and give them a presentation upon what their

5 duties and job-related activities are and give. them an

- 6 update on what has been going on in the county to thir point.

7 We have currently petitioned all the municipal

8-coordinators for their recommendations for training programs
i

9 as well as-the numbers of people they have that vould be

10 interested in these types of training programs. We are

11 going to put together the training programs by

12 prioritization of need, and we are in the process of doing

13 that at this time.

14 0 On page 10 of the Dauphin County emergency plan,

| 15 item 4-K indicates in a general emergency the county will

16 distribute printed energency public information packages.

17 Precisely what is in these emergency public information

18 packages ?

19 A (WITNESS WERTZ) Okay. These are under development

20 at this time.- The county does have its own printing shop,

21 and on a very short-ters notice, if we would have to print

| 22 materials and put them together into a package, we would

23 have the ability to print these materials and possibly give

24 them out at reception centers or at mass care centers to

25 keep people updated as to what is happening.

I
|
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1 Q I just would like_to point out on page 11 of t'he

~

2 Dauphin County plan, Section 8, the first sentence talks

3 about basic distribution of the Lancaster County energencye

4 radiological response plan. That apparently is a

. .- _
. S typographical error. Is that --

6 A (HITNESS WERTZ) Yes, sir, that is a typo.

7 HR. GRAY: The staff has no further questions.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Zahler.

9 BY HR. ZAH1ERs (Resuming)

10 Q Hr. Belser, would you tell se what you meant by the

11 phrase "nicro-assistance" in the first sentence of your

12 testimony?

j 13 A (WITNESS BE1SER) I knew that was coming. I used

14 that exprassion because.the type of assitance that we have
i

15 been providing from the state as it pertains to radiological

16 energency response planning is perhaps not only unique but

17 different than assistance which we provide in our other

18 planning eff orts. I would say in that case that would be

19 micro-assistance.

20 Hy responsibilities are quite broad. I as

21 responsible for the preparation and the revision of the

22 State and the Commonwealth disaster operations plan, 67

23 county plans, disaster operations plans, the crisis

24 relocation planning effort which involves moving secple of

25 the Commonwealth out of the ten risk areas into other parts

!
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1 of Pennsylvania as.vell as moving people from other states

2 into Pennsylvania, and its little cousin, which we call

3 mini-crisis location, v ich is oncoming, and then , of

4 course, there is Anner E, and there is at the present time

- ~ ' 5 eleven county plans similar -- we have a tendency to think
~

ei hat the only thing that. exists is Three Nile Island, but wet
~

7 have four other nuclear plants.here and they also have plans

8'vhich are under revision.
,

9 Now, prior to November of last year, our planning,

I

! 10 effort was somewhat splintered because we received varying
i

11 guidance. It was not'until'we received new Regulation 0654,
|

12 FEN A Rev.1, which brought together the efforts of the

13 Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Federal Energency

*

14 Hanagement Agency, that we had a document which we could

15 rely upon and hopef ully is not going to change, at least for -

16 some time, in our planning efforts.

17 We realized upon receipt of that and what we did

18 vant is to take the plans -- each of the county plans, all

19 of the plans for all eleven counties had already been sent

20 to the RAC for review, and all of a sudden when that FEMA

21 Rev. 1 came out, they all for all purposes were worthless.

22 So just before Christmas we found ourselves back at

23 square one starting all over again in our planning effort.

24 To accomplish this in the time frames which we are all

25 familiar with here and with the emphasis being on Three Mile

|
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1 Island, we had to change our approach to revising these five

| 2 plans since they are.the ones which we are talking about

3 here.

I 4 I realized one of our -- in our planning efforts we

| 5 do provide assistance not only for these planning efforts
I

*

6 but for all tho departments and agencies of the state

7 government, of which there are 36 that have energency

8 management planning responsibilities. So we had to change

| 9 our way of. thinking.
1

to We knew very well that the counties had very, very

11 limited resources to do this with, plus the fact that ther

12 cannot stop everything else in order to work on the plans.

13 So something had to be done. We started off with taking

' 14 each plan whic'h they had and establishing a very detailed

15 cross reference between 0654 and the then existing county

16 plans to 7oint up to the emergency management coordinators

17 exactly what needed to be d aaa, and these were detsiled

18 consents, and where possible, how-to-do-it comments. That
.

19 is laportant to be of assistance.

20 It is fine to. point up the errors that people have

21 made, but it is more important to be in a position to tell

22 them how to correct it, and as I said, that was the

23 essential aspect of it.

24 Then af ter identifying all of these things and

25 making them available to the coordinators and giving them an

|
|
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1 opportunity to digest it, it became apparent that there were

2 some aspects of it, as an example, when you are talking

3 about radiological exposure control annexes to a plan, that

4 word is even difficult to spell, let alone expect people to

5 put that together.

6 So we realized at the state level that we needed to

7 put together -- we needed to do at our level where we had in

8 some cases more and better expertise to do these things

9 which could be made available to the counties. That was

! 10 followed on by a technique which had not been used before,

11 and what we did then is I established sessions where each of

12 the county coordinators came in to PENA and we sat down with

13 c11 af my planners, of which I.have three total, and we all

took pencils in hand and we went to work and we worked14

| 15 together.

I

16 There is a definite autuality in this planning

17 eff ort, and in order to protect the health and safety and

18 welfare of the Commonwealth, you cannot isolate yourself.

| 13 It is a problem for all of us. So we got together and we

20 sat down, and I can assure you there is a certain degree of
;

21 uniformity in our plans.
I

22 Admittedly, the responsibility for making that plan

23 is still the county's responsibility, but they need all the
|

24 help that they can get, and whan I say micro-assistance, I

25 am saying that we got down and we got involved in the

t

I
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1 minutiae of it.

2 Although I do not.know all the details, the chapter and

3 verse of it, I have a pretty good idea what is in every plan

4 in this Consonwealth.

. . . -5-- I hope that that delineates and explains why I used

! 8 the word " micro-assistance."

7 Q Do personnel from emergency management services

8 participate in some of this effort, Kline, Knopf and Wojak

9 people?

10 A (WITNESS BELSER) Yes, they did. We started

it working on the five county plans. Kline and Wojak got

12 involved in assisting the counties and worked quite closely

13 with us. When I say closely with us, sitting at the table

*

14 as close as you and I are together to make sure that the

15 efforts were synchronized and that we were pulling together

18 to get this job done.

17 And I might add I established a milestone schedule

18 back at Christmas-time -- well, I did not come on board

19 until the 1st of January in PEHA, around the 15th of

20 January, and de met that schedule because the Cumberland
~

21 County plan went to the R AC on Tuesday of this past week.

22 0 Do I take it fron what you said that all five risk

| 23 county plans have now been submitted to the RAC for informali

24 review?

25 A (WITNESS BELSER) That is correct.

|
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1 Q Nr. Curry, when the York County plan is finalized,

2 will you distribute a copy of it to the York County

3 agricultural extension agent, Hr. Smith?

4 A (WITNESS CURRY) Yes, I will.
.

5 0 Are you familiar with the study that has been done

6 by the' League of Women Yoters of emergency planning in York

7 County?
!

' 8 A (BITNESS CURRY) I have been ande acquainted with

9 the plan initially, and the finalized report via newspaper

10 coverage of their efforts. I have attended a public meeting
j

I 11 that the League held in reviewing the plan, anu subsequent

12 to its publication as a finalized report, I was provided a
.

13 copy of the summary.

*

14 0 Did you comment at this public meeting on the study

15 done by the league?

16 A (BITNESS CURRY) I made particular comments to a

|
17 number of items that I felt were not quite accurate or

18 misinterpreted as f ar as emergency planning and emergency

19 services responses would actually be affected, yes.

20 C In your opinion did the summary that you saw of the

league of Women Voters study accurately sorkray the status21

22 of energency planning in York County?

23 A (WITNESS CURRY) The general conclusions reached by

24 that summary were based on previously published protective

25 action plans and made some assumptions that I personally did
i
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1 not agree with, but generally I would say -- again, this is
|
l 2 a personal viewpoint as opposed to a county response -- that

3 I do not really think it did accurately portray the overall

( 4 level of preparedness of the county. I

:

!- - - 5 Specifically, I fervently believe that volunteers,

6 volunteer firemen especially, and people that we use on a

7 daily basis will respond in response to a large-scale

8 disaster. Again, that is a non-tangible entity that I cannot

9 prove until something actually happens. But it was a major

10 assumption of that study and it was very questionable i
|

11 whether volunteers would in fact do the jobs we had

12 identific a f or them.
1

13 0 Have you urged the local energency coordinators to |

14 obtain or to line up licensed.has radio operators to assist

15 in communica tions?

16 A (WITNESS CURRY) Again, this was done in consonance )
1

17 with my reorganization of amateur radio utilization within )
18 the county. It was done for all county and municipalities.

19 We identified a composite listing of membership of the four I

| \

20 amateur radio c'lubs within the county which totalled well

21 over 400, broken down into individualized listing by the
i

22 residences, and made these listings available to local

23 coordinators.

24 We strongly urged the local municipal coordinators

25 to take advantage of this resource so that we could have
1
!

.
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1 uninterrupted communication flow f rom emergency managesent

2 coordinator to emergency management coordinator without

3 tying up the primary fire, police and EMS emergency

4 frequencies, yes. .

- - - ae5 - Q Do.you have an understanding cf the nature of the:

-

.
6 role that York County will play in the upcoming June 2, 1981

7 exercise ?

_ 8 A (WITNESS CURRY) I have been in numerous

- 9 discussions with the affected people. 7% have as a county

to not identified to PENA our exact role in the upcoming

11 exercise, and until that is formally acdressed by the county

|
12 commissioners to the state agency, I do not really want to

13 go into specifics at this point.

14 0 That is something that you plan to do between nov

15 and June 2, however, is that correct?

18 A (WITNESS CURRY) Yes, sir.

17 0 Er. Wertz, when your plan is in final form vill you

18 provide a copy of it to the Dauphin Cotnty agricultural

19 extension agent, Hr Stewart?
|

20 A (WITNCSS WERTZ) Yes, sir.

21 0 What is the current extent of the ' Dauphin County

22 energency public information program? Have you yet

23 distributed your brochures?

24 A (WITNESS WERTZ) No, sir, we have not.

25 C Are you aware of an offer that has been recently
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'
1 ande by Licensee to General Smith at PEHA to assist in the

2 distribution of your brochures?

3 A (WITNESS WERTZ) Yes, I an. However, we do run,,

4 into a slight problem that brochures are not consonant with

_.. .
_ _ .:5: our. plan .

6 Q Are you making arrangements to undertake to have

- 7 them revised or to develop a substitute brochure of some -

. 8 fora?

9 A (WITNESS WERTZ) Yes. We are working right now

10 with the municipalities to make sure that everything will be

11 concrete, at which point we will pursue public information

12 materials that must be distributed.
1

13 Q At this time do you have any estimate of when that

14 will be accomplished?

'

15 A (WITNESS WERTZ) I would say it would be a miniana

16 of two months.

17 Q Have you yet defined the role that Dauphin County

18 will play '.n the June 2 exercise?

| 19 A (WITNESS WERTE) I have received notification of

20 the exercise through our county commissioners. I have not

21 had the opportunj'y to discuss it with then'at this point.
i

22 That was one of the meetings that I changed this morning so

23 I could be here. We were supposed to discuss that this

24 morning.

25 (laughter.)
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1 We are going to be rescheduling that at this time.

2 Through assumption, I would say that we are going to

3 participate to our fullest.

4 C Hr. Belser, I have one question for you based on

! 5 your testimony earlier this morning. I as correct that you
1

6 have identified that for a planning standard that the state

| 7 intends to use the upper bound in the Parsons, Brinckerheff

8 study as guidances is that correct?

9 A (BITNESS BELSER) That is the proposed approach,

to res.

11 Q If mobilization was well under way in a given

| 12 situation, might not the use of an upper bound in the name

13 of conservatism preclude the option of evacuation when in

14 fact such an option would be feasible given the state of

15 mobilization?

16 A (RITNESS BELSER) You are assuming in your question
(

17 tha t if we used the upper bound as a planning standard, tha t

18 ve are irrevocably bound to it. That is a planning standard

19 and one which in the decision-making process we would ' use as

20 a departure point. If it is well advanced along the way,

21 then logically, and which we are very capabie of doing, we

22 would make decisions which fit the situation to modify tha t

23 downward in terms of time frames.

24 Q It is precisely that flexibility I wanted to get

25 to. The fact that it is a planning standard does not mean
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*
1 that you . vould adhere to it rigorously.

2 A (WITNESS BE1SER) Absolutely not.

3 CHAIRMAN SHITH Es. Straube.
'

4 BY HS. STRAUSEs

5 Q Testerday Mr. Curry testified that he. had a hotline

.
6 which was available but apparently not plugged into PEHA.--

7 Does Dauphin County similarly.have something like that for

8 communications with PEMA?

9 A (WITHESS WERTZ) Yes, we do. It is also not

to connected at this time. It is just a matter of plugging it

11 into the phone jack. It is available.

12 Q What method of communication do you have with THI?

*
13 A (WI?' NESS WERTZ) Other than telephone, we do cross

' 14 monitor. We have a tone-alerted radio that they can

15 activate through their security department and we can listen

16 to their radio transmissions. They also have the same

17 capabilities of monitoring our radio transmissions, which is

18 Commonly known as Cross monitoring.

19 If both of those systems would fail at this time,

20 ve could rely on the ambulance that is stationed on the site

| 21 that has AB1R fire and ambulance frequency'and therefore
l

22 would be a third line of communications between the plant

23 site and our communications center.

24 It is also planned in the very near future that

25 they will have a piece of fire apparatus available that will

i

l
I
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.
1 also be on our network which would give us additional

2 support and backup.

3 Q Okay. This cross-monitoring syster that you

4 described first, when is that used?

~5 A (WITNESS'WERTZ) Okay. If they would have a

6 problem in contacting us in the fact of a general energency,

7 they could in turn open that monitor and get our attention

8 to listen to.their message. That system is tested weekly.

9 0 Okay. I have a question on distribution of

10 information to transients, which was covered for York County

11 but I believe was not covered for Dauphin County. Would you

12 please describe whether you have done anything to distribute
.

13 public information to transients?

|
'

14 A (WITNESS WERTZ) No, ma'an, we have not.

| 15 0 And what are your plans in that regard?

l
16 A (WITNESS WERTZ) We are going to ask the

I 17 municipalities to identify those areas within their own

18 aunicipality and handle it as one of their responsibilities

19 to them, the hotel, the motel that is located within theit -

( 20 municipality.

21 Q And has that request already been made of the

i
22 municipalities ?

| 23 A (WITNESS WERTZ) No, it has not.

24 0 Mr. Curry, you said this morning that the

25 municipalities had already given you various unset needs. I
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1 was just wondering -- a various listing of unset needs. *I

2 was vondering what categories those unnet needs fell into.

| 3 (Pause.)
|

4 A (WITNESS CURRY) They fall into a number of'

|

. 5; ca.t.egories. let me point an example. For example, the York

- 6 Haven plan-identifies four basic categories: transportation,

7 personnel, warning and miscellaneous equipment. Under

8 transportations bases, ambulances, trucks. Under personnels

9 security, traffic control and warning. Under warnings

10 vehicles and public address systems. And under miscellaneous
|

11 ther identif y things like extra siren and a civil defense

! 12 two-way radio system.

13 Q And that is pretty represestative, is that correct?

14 A (WITNESS CURRY) Most of the municipal plans have

15 used the plan outline that was provided by the Kline, Knopf

16 consultants that assisted the local annicipalities, and that

17 model plan did have a specific appendix for identification
1

18 of resource shortfalls or unset needs, whatever generic term
i

19 rou want to use.

20 Q Okay. Also, Mr. Curry, this morning, in fact quite

21 recently, you indicated that you did not knbv yet what York

22 County's role would be in the exercise on June 2. I guess I

23 am kind of confused on what you mean by that. Do you mean
|

24 that York County has not decided yet whether it will
I
| 25 participate in the exercise ?

i

l
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1' A (WITNESS CURRY) I said that the role that York

| 2 County would be playing or would not be playing has not been
i

r 3 formally identified to the Pennsylvania Energency Management

4 Agency. The decision as to the extent of our role play or

5 if we vill participate in the exercise at all is made by the- . ._.

- 6 - Board of County Commissioners of York County, and until
|

| -7 formal notification or until formal conversation is held

8 between the state and the county levels that have the

9 decision-making responsibility I am not goin7 to say

10 anything at this point. I have an idea of what is going to

11 be said but obviously I do not want. to speak for the county

12 commissioners. They speak for themselvos.

13 0 Right. I think we all appreciate that.

14 Today was the first time, I understand, that you

| 15 discovered that potassium iodide would not be available in

16 table t f o rm . Would a change in form for potassium iodide --

17 in other words, a liquid form -- would that have any effect

18 on your predistribution plans? This is a question addressed
I

19 to both Mr. Curry and Mr. Wertz.

20 A (WITNESS CURRY) I would need some more specific

f acts as far as the employment of the saturAtad solution,21

,
22 but off the top of my head, there vill indeed be some

l

| 23 modification requirements need to be made as far as the

24 numbers of potassium iodide units to be made available, yes.

25 A (WITNESS BE1SER? I would like to add to that that

!

|
t
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.
1 it will definitely have logistical impacts because the

2 liquid iodide comes in bottles and it has 25 doses per

3 bottle rather than being as the tablets were where you can

4 hand sombody 14 tablets in one container. Yes, there are

- 5 going to be some problems which will have logistical impacts

'ti which will have to be worked out.

7 Q Do you have anything you wanted to add, Mr. Wertz?

~8 -A (WITNESS WERTZ) I believe those two gentlemen

9 covered it fairly thoroughly.

10 0 Okay, Mr. Wertz. Do you know how many schools

11 there are within the ten-mile EPZ of Dauphin County?

12 A (WITNESS WERTZ) Actual number of buildings or

13 school districts?

14 Q Let's start with schools.

15 A (WITNESS WERTZ) No.

16 Q Okay, school districts, then.

17 (Witness reviewing document.)

18 A (WITNESS WERTZ) We have listed ten school

19 districts, including two vocational-technical schools,

20 within the ten-mile EPZ. We also have a contact listed for

21 nonpublic schools, basically schools for children of

2: Catholic and Jewish faith. We have counted the capital area

23 intermediate unit as a school district.
24 Q And do you know how many of those presently have

25 plans?
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*
1 A (WITNESS WERTZ) I have two on file at this tiae.

2 I do know the capital area intermediate unit is doing

3 extensive planning at this time. I know of a few other ones7

4 that are under development, but until later this sonth I

. .
5 vill not know the. extent of their planning at this time.-

.6. ES. GAIl BRADFORD: Could I ask the witness to

7 identify what the capital area intermediate unit is?

8 UITNESS WERTZa The capital area intermediate unit

9 has a multitude of functions. One is they do act as a

to coordinating agency between school districts. Their main

11 office is in Camp Hill, Cumberland County. They also

12 provide educational requirements for special children, where

13 they have a mental or severe physical handicap. They

14 provide surport to school districts such as media type of

15 aides and also things like the CPR mannequins and

16 conjunctive equipment to education.

17 BY HS. STRAUBEa (Resuming)

18 0 Mr. Curry, could you please tell us how many

19 schools there are within the ten-mile EPZ of York County? ,

20 A (WITNESS CURRY) A specific number is identified in

21 the county radiological emergency response ' plan. I have

22 noticed just in the last day that we may have omitted an

23 elementary school in the fringe area in the draf t version as

24 it was distributed today.

| 25 We have three school districts, th e West Shore
|
|
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1 School District also having schools and personnel with

2 Cuaberland County, the Northeastern School District, which
|

3 is the largest risk area school district because in effect
,

4 virtually all of their schools are in the plume exposure

( - 5 pathway, and the Central School' District, which has, I

|
6 think, three of their buildings on the fringe area of the

| 7 plume exposure pathway.
|

a Q And I believe you testified before that two of
,

l

|
9 those three school districts have plans, is that correct?

10 A (WITNESS CURRY) They do not have specific

11 radiological emergency response plans, no. To the best of

12 ay knowledge, none of the schools have a specific written
.

13 radiological emergency response plan.

14 They do have disaster operations, standard

|
| 15 operating procedures, but again differentiating between

18 written plans and plans that are made on an oral basis or a

17 thought basis. I am sure that all the affected school

18 district superintendents have been thinking and planning in

19 ways they would respond to a radiological emergency.

20 I have had written contact or I have made written

21 correspondence with all of the affected school district

22 superintendents, and as I mentioned in previous testimony,
|

23 identified last year what we thought to be a pretty decent

24 guideline for development of a school district plan.

25 But with the Department of Education providing

|
|

|
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1 copies of the Lower Dauphin school plan and the basic model

2 for disaster operations plan, we have not had specific

3 coordination with all the schools.<

4 Q I just have one last question for Mr. Belser and it

-- -- -- i S' is based to a certain extent on questions that were deferred -

- ::6 previously on the basic areas of difference between the

- 7 Parsons, Brinckerhoff study and the county and state

-- 8 planning, and I believe that Mr. Belser has somewhat more of

- 9 an idea now just in generalities what the differences are.

10 CHAIBHAN SMITHS Yes, but if he is going to discuss

11 it at any length, it is. going to be at the expense of other

12 business that we may have to attend to, and it may be better-
.

13 to bring him back.

*

14 MS. STRAUBEs Can I ask him if he can just -- I

15 think he has a list of just general areas if that would be

16 enough for the Board. If you want to bring him back, we can
|

l

1 17 certainly bring him back.
1

18 CHAIBMAN SNITH: Let's see how long it takes.
|

19 I will interrupt, Mr. Helser, if I think it is

20 going to interfere with some business that we have to take
;

21 care of.

22 BY 55. STRAUBEa (Besuming)

23 Q Hr. Belser, could you please identify briefly

24 categories of differences between the Parsons, Brinckerhoff

25 study and the state and county plans?

|

!
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1 A (UITNESS BELSER) Other than what I have already

2 said, I think I can categorize it here into a couple of

3 short areas. First.of all, in the n'1dy it directs the,

4 novement of evacuees out of the EPZ without fully taking

5 into account PENA and county road directions.' .: ._ .

: _ . - - - 6 The next ites is that it lists some reception
|

| 7 centers for annicipalities which in some instances are at

- n - 8 variance with the county plans.

- - -g- The study details the evacuation route
|

| 10 instructions, which do not necessari.y lead to reception
i

11 centers that in the study .have been designated, and the

( 12 study has listed locations for parents to pick up school

i
' 13 students, which conflict in some cases with county plans as

14 well as with Parsons, Brinckerhoff designated reception

15 center f or corresponding municipality.

16 They are the four principal areas, other than the

17 dif ferences in the EPZ vhich I mentioned earlier, which is a

| 18 a1jor effort and I think that is a major effort on our part

19 because we took a little too much license at the outset.

20 And of course the study is much more specific, and we will

21 definitely change our EPZ and attend to tho'se planning

22 things rhich are associated with that.

23 As far as traffic control points and choke points

| 24 are concerned, we have to loon at that very carefully and it
1

25 is very difficult to sort out because they use -- it is very

|
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1 hard to match up where we are in terms of what ther have

2 come forth with, even with the state police because we are

3 having difficulty determining are th'e major evacuation

4 routes that they are portraying the same as ours.

-- - - 5- -- Then we get down into looking at traffic control

-6 points and can they be manned, and the state police are: 2

7 going through a hard time trying to figure out whether they
i
; 8 could conceivably man them or not based upon their plans

9 which are pretty much in concrete, and as a matter of fact

i 10 the State Police -- as indicated here in grior testimony, I

11 worked with them and they have gone out to the five counties

12 to very definitely verify their capability to support the

13 five counties.

14 What has been an effort which was just concentrated
;

i

| 15 recently and the choke points that are identified, it is a

16 question there of finding out whether they aro the same

17 choke points which are identified in the municipalities, in

18 the county. This becomes a real difficult thing to sort

19 o ut . *

20 We are doing it and we vill certainly -- those
'

21 which they identify which are different f ros those which

22 have been identified at the county and municipsi level, if

23 it makes sense to the energency planners who are on the
|
| 24 ground that they should change, then most certainly we vill

25 change it.

i

!

|
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1 But I think in essence that covers it and gives you

2 a framework as to where we stand on this thing.

3 HS. STRAUBEs Thank you very much, Mr. Belser. I

4 have no further questions.

~

5 CHAIBHAN SMITH: All right.- -

~ ~ 6' Hs. Bradford.

7 H5. GAIL BRADFORDs I have six but I will only ask

8 two.

9 CHAIBHAN SHITHs You ask all that you need to ask.

10 HS. GAIL BRADFORD Okay.

11 BY HS. GAIL BRADFORD:

12 Q Hr. Curry, do you --

13 CHAIRHAN SMITH: You are under sort of pressure

14 yourself because you want an opportunity to raise some

15 issues with the Board, I believe, so suit yourself.i

1

16 BY HS. GAIL BBADFORDs .(Resuming)

17 C Er. Curry, will schools be exercised or school

18 districts or at any level will schools be exercised on

19 June 27

20 A (VITNESS CUREY) To the best of my knowledge, no.

21 Most of the schools will still be in sessio'n.
22 0 Will you contact or exercise communications with

23 them?

24 A (EITNESS CURRY) Again, the extent and involvement

25 of play will be identified by the county commissioners to
i

i
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' 1 the state agencies.

2 Q Er. Vertz, do you.know whether the schools in

| 3 Dauphin will be exercised to any extent on. June 27

4 A (BITNESS WERTZ ) We will notify the schools.
;

- - 5- However, they will not be noving or participating. Ther

6 will receive all notifications.

7 Q Nr. Curry, is the Cumberland County West Shore

8 School District the same as.the York County West Shore
.

9 School District? That is the same school district?

10 A (EITNESS CUBBY) Yes. It is also known as the Red

11 Lion School District. It has a number of names.

12 Q Hr. Curry, I assume your comments on the League

13 study is based on the summary which was dated November 1980

14 and in your meetings with them during the winter and not on

| 15 the League 's update, which is dated April 17, 1981.

16 A (WITNESS CURRY) It was based on the comment, on
|

!

|
17 the summary that I received subsequent to the publication

18 recently of the summation. I am not sure of the specific

19 date on it. I read it through a couple times but really did

20 not , you know, follow up any more because it did not have

21 substantial changes from what I had seen before. And again,!

22 you know, this is not the county speaking. This is my

23 personal interpretations.

24 0 Do you know if you have ever seen a League of Women

25 Voters summary dated April 17, 1980?

|

[

{

1
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1 A (WITNESS CURRY) This vould --

2 0 1981.

3 A (WITNESS CURRY) The summary I recently received

4 was the only summary I have ever received, the only. kind of

( 5 vritten feedback that I received at all concerning the
|

| 6 report, and I received it because I specifically asked for

7 it. I am not sure of the date. I do not have that with me.

8 HS. GAIL BRADFORDs Sir, I would be glad to provide

L 9 a copy of this testimony to Mr. Curry if you would be
i

10 interested in his comments on it later in the hearing.

11 CHAIREAN SEITH: Well --
|

12 HS. GAIL BRADFORD He is your witness.

13 CHAIRMAN SHITH: I beg your pardon?

14 MS. GAIL BRADFORDs He is your witness.

15 CHAIRMAN SHITHa We are going to have some

16 testimony which I have not read yet from the League of Women

17 Veters which is going to be -- I have looked it over, I know,

I
18 what it is about and I read the first submittal -- which is

| 19 going to be ikportant to the Board as far as York County is

20 concerned, and we want to extend to you the invitation and

21 the opportunity if you wish to come back to the hearing

22 after you have had an opportunity to consider their

23 testimony and observe and, if you wish, make comments to the

24 Board af ter you have heard the testimony, or be helpful in

25 any way you see fit if you would like to do that.
1
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1 It may be instructive to you and I as sure it would

2 be instructive to the Board.

3 MITIESS CURRIs Is that going to be accomplished,

4 today?

' ~~ ~

5- CHAIRBAE SNITH: No.- - *

6 WITNESS CURRYs No.
|
| 7 CHAIRMAN 55ITH4 It is going to be accomplished in
i

8 a couple of weeks.

|
-

9 DR. LITTLES We are giving you the inforsation.
|

10 That. will be accomplished today. -

11 ES. GAIL BRADFORDa I will be able to give them a
i

12 copy back in York later today.

| ?3 WITNESS CURRYa I any have that date. I am not sure.
l ,

14 I do not know. I did not icok at the date. Depending nyon

15 sy schedule, of course, if I was available I would be more

18 than happy to come back and make any clarifications that I

17 could or, you. know, reiterate if they indicate that there is

18 a problem.

19 Obviously we know we have some problems with the

20 school districts and they have been identified in the

21 testimony today, but I have no problems with coming back and
i

22 offering any assistance I can as long, again, as it does not

23 conflict with my schedule.

24 CHAIRMAN SNITHa Yes, sir. We understand that you

25 cannot do your job while you are here testifying. We are
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*1 very sensitive to that.'

2 BY HS. GAIL BRADFORD: (Resuming)

3 Q I have a question written down here and I did not

4 vrite down.which annex it is from. I think what I as

,

_ _ . . 5 ref erring to is an emergency medical technician._.

,

_
Are there any emergency medical technicians already6 .

I 7 trained?

8 A (WITNESS CURRY) In York County? Hany. I do not

j 9 have.the specific number.

to DR. LITTLEa Do you mean to deal with radiological

| 11 --

12 BY 55. GAIL BRADFORDa (Resuming)

13 Q To deal with radiological emergencies.
/

14 A (VITNESS CURRY) I do not know if there is such a

15 thing as a specialized radiological emergency trained EHT.

16 We have the EET designation. It is an emergency medical

17 technician. It meets certain state requirements as far as

18 experience in training.

19 Within the 55 members of our dispatchers in the 911

|

|
20 energency center, I know of many that are certified EMTs. I

21 cannot specifically say if they are trained'in radiological

22 emergency responsa.

23 0 Is York County the host county for Peach Botton

24 nuclear facility and are you also simultaneously developing
|
'

25 parallel plans for Peach Bottoa?
|

|

|
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1 A (WITNESS CURRY) We are the parent county and fhe

2 host county.

3 0 Parent county and host county.
s

4 A (WITNESS CURRY) The differentiation really,

5 quickly, is obviously the facility is within the confines of.

6 York County. That makes us a parent county. We are also the

7 hout county because evacuees out of the plume exposure

8 pathway at Peach Bottoa vill be housed and hosted within

9 York County.

to We have a draft radiological energency response

11 plan for Peach Botton currently written. It needs to be

12 cone over similar to this latest version of the radiological

I 13 energency response plan for THI to specifically address 0654

14 criteria.

15 CHAIRMAN SHITH That:vas six.

16 (Laughter.)

17 HS. GAIL BRADFORDa Okay.

18 CHAIRMAN SNITHs No, I -- please ask all the

19 questions that . you feel that you have to.

20 MS. GAIL BRADFORDs No, that is all right.

21 CHAIRHAN SMITH: Are there any fur'ther questions of

22 this panel?

23 (No response.)

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I have one.

25 BOARD EXAMINATION
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>
1 BY CHAIRMAN SHITH:

2 Q I notice, Hr. Curry, in tho York County plan, and I

3 assume Mr. Wertz' appointment is by the. governor, apparently

4 on recommendation of someone else, . the county commissioners,

: - 5 perhaps, pursuant to specific provision of Pennsylvania..

. e law. What is the significance of that? What authority does-

7 that give you '. hat differs from simply-having tha't position

8 as an appointee of the county commissioners?

( 9 A (WITNESS CURRY) To the best of my knowledge, it
!

| 10 does not give ne any special mandating authority. It is just
i

11 a reaffirmation that the York County falls within the
|

12 statute of emergency management services within the state,

13 and this is not something new. This has been going on since

'
14 1951 that the Governor has appointed the local. civil ddfe'nse

15 director.

18 CHAIRMAN SHITHs I see. Okay.

17 Anything further?

18 (No response.)
|

19 CHAIRHAN SMITH: Gentlemen, as has been observed

20 several times during your tesilmony, you are here as Board

21 witnesces and you were the only witnesses t' hat we have

22 brought to the hearing cn our own. It was recommenied by
,

23 Intervenors and the Commonwealth that we do so, but we did

24 particularly want to look at or talk with or hear from the

25 county coordinators because of the special importance that
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.

I they have in emergency planning, and I wanted just to see

2 who these people are.

3 We are glad you case. We knov it was inconvenient
(

4 and somewhat distracting, but I hope it was not a total loss
~ ~~ '

' - - 5 to you. Your appearance was to the Board, and this is the
'

''

~ 6 opinion of all of us, very reassuring. We were impressed

7 with your competence, your attitude, your energy, the depth
'

8 of your consideration of the problans, and your command of

9 the information, particularly considering that neither of

10 you have been on the job -- well, Mr. Wertz since November,

11 I belf.3ve, and you since April, and we do commend you for

12 what you have accomplished. and what you are doing, and wo

13 are very pleased that you took the time to come.
(

14 Thank you very much. You are excused. -

15 Of course we are accustomed to the professionalism

16 of the Commonwee.ith people. They have been here before.

17 WITNESS BE1SER: Thank you, sir.

18 (The witnesses were excused.)

19 HS. STRAUBEs Chairman Smith, I would like to point

20 out at this point that I have distributed to the parties

21 Annex Y and Annex W for the York County plan, which is going

22 to be, according to the reporter, just attached to the York

23 County plan exhibits which have already been introduced. I

24 just wanted ,to make you aware of it.

| 25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, thank you.
|
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1 DR. LITTLES Mr. Zahler, I wanted to tell you that

2 the concern we had about the Kline, Knopf test 2aony, the

3 question came up from some other party and was answered in

4 the testimony this morning.

| _.
5 CHAIRMAN SHITHa Nov ve have --

6 (Board conferring.)

7 CHAIRMANs Yes. .We have pending the Kline, Knopf

8 testimony which was to have been received in stipulation

9 today.
,

to (Board conferring.)

11 Br. Gray.
,

12 BR. GRAYS Staff has agreed to stipulate to receipt

| 13 of that without the witnesses.

14 CHAIRMAN SHITH: All right.

15 What happened to Ms. Straube?

16 NB. ADLERs My understanding is the Commonwealth

17 agreed to that as well. I can run out and check if you like.

18 CHAIRNAN SHITH: All right.

19 BR. ZAHLERa In the meantime can I formally

20 identify and move it in?

*
21 CHAIRMAN SHITH: All right.

i 22 NR. ZAHLER: I would like to identify a document
i

23 bearing the date of 4/27/81 entitled " Licensee's Testimony

( 24 of Eugene F. Knopf, William Gallagher and Oran Henderson
|

| 25 Relating to Emergency Planning, consisting of a cover sheet,

I
'
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1 an outline page, a table of contents, 14 pages, and three

2 statements of prof e.ssional qualifications.

3 There is one correction on page 13 at the bottom.

4 The second line, the word "with" has been changed to

5 "within," and the reporter is receiving corrected copies of

6 that.

7 Attached to. the testimony are two appendices, one

8 entitled "Model Local Plan," bearing at the bottom the

9 statement, " Developed by Kline, Knopf and Wojak, copyright

10.1980, Kline, Knopf and Wojak." Another document entitled

|
11 " Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness Worksheet," again

12 bearing the copyright,.1980, by Kline, Knopf and Wojak,

13 consisting of seven pages.

14 I request that the testimony and the two appendices

15 be received into evidence pursuant to the stipulation of the,

| |

16 parties. '

17 HS. GAIL BRADFORDs Sir, I would like to see *.he

18 model plan and worksheet, which I have not seen yet. I do

19 not think there vill be any problem.
.

!

20 CHAIRHAN SMITH: Well, those were not distributed,

*

21 so --

22 HR. ZAHLER: I am doing that at the request of Es.

23 Bradford. That was the condition for the stipulation, that

24 ve add them.

25 CHAIRHAN SHITH: I understand tha t. However, they
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.
- 1 have not been previously distributed, have ther?

2 HR. ZAHLERa That is correct.

3 (Pause.),

4 CHAIRHAN SMITHa It is going to take ten minutes to

~

5 rule upon rebuttal evidence. I am sure we are going to have

6 a half-hour. If you are not prepared for the stipulation,

-- 7 well then we will defer it till another time. But I know we

8 are going to have a half-hour of other business.

9 Now, you should not accept it until you are ready.

10 NS. GAIL BRADFORDa Yes, sir. Then I would like to

11 def er just until I have had an opportunity to look at it and

| 12 compa re it. Thar.k you.
l

! 13 CHAIRMAN SMITHS All right, we vill defer it.
1

14 You want the model plan actually attached to the

15 testimony. I suppose that is the best way for it.

16 Nov we are going to rule orally on the motion of

17 the Intervenors to add rebuttal witnesses. It is a very

18 important issue and it would have been preferable to have

19 done it in writing because of the level of importance, but

| 20 it is also important that we do it timely, so if you will

21 bear with us, we will go through the reasons behind our

22 ruling and the ruling.

23 I am referring, of course, to the request to

| 24 produce the Goldsteen testimony and the three witnesses for

25 ANGRY, all on the issue of community fears, stress and trust

|
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|
1 with respect to emergency planning. In general the subject

2 matter is relevant. The subject matter could have been
|

|

3 addressed in direct cases by the Intervenors or the

4 Commonwealth, or anyone, for that matter..

5 It is relevant.to Dr. Dynes' testimony. I think it

6 might be appropriate to put that in right now, the portion

7 of his testimony to which it is relevant. On page 7 of Dr.

8 Dynes' testimony, which follows transcript 17,120, he
!

| 9 statess "In order to develop plans for what is likely to
|

| 10 happen, there is a need for accurate information.
|

11 " Planners sometimes operate on the basis of
|

| 12 misconceptions about the responses of people in
|

13 emergencies. For example, it is often incorrectly assumed

14 that inuediate- problems of emergencies include dealing.with

15 uncontrollable behavior and panic. Research over a wide

18 variety of emergency situations indicates that this is not

i 17 t ru e . "
|

'

18 Well, that statement in the direct testimony

|
19 provided the basis f or cross-examination, such cf which was

'

20 objected to and the Board permitted over objections because j

21 of the direct testimony. So we do believe that the subject

22 matter of the proposed testimony is relevant to Dr. Dynes'

I 23 testimony on cross-examination.

24 It is also relevant to the cross-examination of

|25 various Staff, Commonwealth and licensee witnesses on the
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1 subject of offsite energency planning, although as far a*' wes

2 can tell or can recall without searching particularly for

3 it, the issue was not initially raised in direct testimony,

4 by any of those witnesses.

,_ 5 So our ruling is that the subject matter of the

. . . ,8 proposed testimony, at least as it has been described to us

7 and in parts of Goldsteen, is relevant.

_,
8 As far as timeliness is concerned, we have already

_ 9 discussed some of 'the considerations of timeliness the other
to day. The Board on February 22, 1980, in certifying

11 psychological stress to the Commission, clearly indicated

12 that we regarded community attitudes and stress as relevant

13 to emergency planning.

14 Again following the issuance of CLI-80-39, which is

15 the Commissioners' Lecember 5, 1980 order, the Board in

16 providing parties copies of that noted that the Commission

17 did not disturb the Board's express comment to the

18 Commission that we would take these issues -- we felt that
19 we had the jurisdiction to view these issues.

20 Timeliness as it is rebuttal to the Dynes testimony

21 should be dated f rom about March 16 when thh Dynes testimony

22 was provided . We note that as early as March 12 in

23 cross-examination of Mr. Grimes and Chesnut, Ms. Eradfo rd

24 asked some questions about panic, although not in the sharp

25 context of the issue before us, but at least the
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1 relationship of panic to emergency planning was in Hs. *
l

2 Bradford 's concept of the issue at least that early as far

3 as the record is concerned.

4 But in measuring timeliness, we do not measure it

.,
5. most recently solely in the context of timeliness for

6 -rebuttal because we believe that given the entire proposed
.

7 presentation and the entire picture before us, the situation

8 before us, the Intervenors are attempting to provide this

9 testimony more in the nature of a direct case, and true that

10 rebuttal would also be appropriate, but in evaluating we

11 believe that the approach, the effort, the magnitude of the

12 effort is more in the nature of a direct case rather than

1 13 rebuttal.
l

14 We are not ruling . that testimony as rebuttal is not

15 appropriates by no means. But we are measuring timeliness.

Is In any event, as a matter of direct case in chief it is very

| 17 untimely by the Intervenors. As a matter of rebuttal to Dr.

18 Dynes' testimony and the testimony on cross-examination of

19 che other witnesses, developed on cross-examination, I do

20 not know how to measure it hut it is somewhat untimely. It

21 is significantly and substantially untimely.

| 22 The reason why we stress the timeliness is that

23 first we have to address it in the context of the Licensee's

24 objections, and Licensee is entitled to have us take tha t

| 25 into account. We are concerned about the situation facinq

!
!
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_ 1 this board and other boards in energency planning . *

2 The emergency planning rule provides or in the

3 statement of considerations observes that it may very well,

4 be that through no fault of licensees there may be denial or

5 delay of operation of nuclear plants because of the failure-:- .-

6 of state and local governments to do what is correctly in:= -

7 their province.

.8 On the other hand, adjudicating officials have-

. 9 never been relieved of the responsibility of providing due

to process to all of the parties, including the utilities. We

- 11 have t'o comply with the law, and to the extent that we can,

-- 12 we have to consider due process. But the law is clear that

13 energency planning has to be addressed notwithstanding the

14 possibility of failure of due process by utilities.
I

l 15 The fact that the information proposed to be

~

16 produced is not timely makes it then a matter of discretion

i 17 for the Board, whether we want it and feel it is necessary

18 for a full record or it is not.

19 Now, as a need as rebuttal -- and we are going to

20 look at need to develop a full record -- as a need as

i21 rebuttal to Dr. Dynes, we do not place much weight on such a

22 need, for a couple of reasons. One reason is that the

23 asserted window for this testimony was a single sentence by

24 Dr. Dynes which we permitted cross-examination en, and that

25 sentence in itself was an example sentence meant to support
|
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*1 a larger, such broader statement.

2 But there is even perhaps a more important reason

3 which the Board is going to address and take a very rather

4-unusual position, and that is we do not give auch weight to

- _ . - 5 Dr. Dynes' testimony on this issue. We believe on this

- 6- particular issue Dr. Dynes' credibility is rather low. We

7.believe that he was somewhat insensitive and uninformed as

8 to the situation as it exists in this vicinity.

9 Now,.we are not extending this lack of villingness

10 to put weight on his testimony to the general testimony

11 which he has presented, and that is the standards to be used

12 in emergency planning, some of which were almost truisess

13 but one of our responsibilities is to listen to testimony

14 and assign weight to it, so as a need to rebut Dr. Dynes'

15 testimony, we see very little need, if any.

16 Of course, it is being offered as rebuttal to other

17 witnesses, and it is true that the other witnesses developed
|
1

18 on cross-examination that there is virtually a void -- as

19 f ar as my memory is concerned, there is a total void of

| 20 considering psychological stress and community fears,.

21 willingness to comply with law expressly st'ated in the

22 emergency planning. These are assumptions. There are

23 assumptions that people will behave rationally, there are

24 assumptions that there will not be panic and there are

25 assumptions that people will do their duty.
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1 So as a rebuttal to that type of evidence, we see

2 somewhat of a need. Well, need is an absolute, so we cannot

3 say need, but we see that testimony along that line might be

4 appropriate.

5---: There are finer points there that we need not go

'

6 into because our overall responsibility is to look at the
!

| 7 completeness of the record and the needs of the record. But

8 in a purely litige.tive sense, an adversary sense, you might

9 have been foreclosed f rom even proposing rebuttal when it

10 could have been anticipated that this should have been case

11 in chief.

12 But the overriding consideration is a full record

13 on important health and safety matters. Of course we have

14 not seen the testimonies of the three witnesses, but we were

15 provided Dr. Goldsteen 's testimony.
I
l 18 In matters of discretion it is appropriate for the
|

| 17 Board, in matters of discretion as to whether we permit an

18 evidentiary direction, it is appropriate for us to make a

19 preliminary evaluation of the evidence, not a final

20 determination of it for the purposes of adjudication, but a
|

21 preliminary evaluation, whi<-h we have done with respect to

22 Dr. Goldsteen's testimony.

23 (Pause.)

24 I apologize for taking so much time here but I thirk

25 the reasons for our decision on this are important.
1

I
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.

1 They may be important on appeal and they may be important in

2 the Commission's review of our decision, so if you would

3 just give se a moment, I want to find Dr. Goldsteen 's

4 testimony and go over my notes on it.

F (Pause.)
~

Dr. Goldsteen 's testimony is partially relevant and6'

7 partially irrelevant. The relevant portions could be said to

' 8 be the trust in authority, trust in federal and local
~

9 authority and also trust in the Licensee. The relevance to

10 that is, I think, clear in an energency planning cont * ext.

11 The irrelevant parts, although remotely relevant by

12 vay of background but not sufficiently to be called relevant

13 by us, are the parts relating to -- I do not want to

14 characterize it -- but the measurement of demoralization and
i

| 15 the perceived threat to physical health and perceived threat

18 to physical health of children we think is insufficiently

17 relevant to permissible issues of the proceeding to be

18 received.

19 Even the irrelevant aspect, and that is trust, is

20 very tenuous and unfocused as a matter of discretion to
'

21 identify it as evidence that is to be brought in to complete

22 the record. But we even have a larger problem with it, and-

23 that is the part that is arguably relevant, tha t is, the

24 trust of the officialm and the utility, was produced by

25 sampling questions which in themselves standing alone are
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.

1 perhaps objectionable but not so objectionable to preclude

2 the possibility that such a study could not be re<:eived into

3 evidence if it was otherwisr> precise and focused and helpful.

4 But in the background of the other questions, the

+" ~5 questions related to demoralization and perceived health- *~

I

8 effects and perceived health effects of children, it is
~

7 fatally tainted by biased questions, questions which might

8 be important and appropriate for the purpose of establishing

9 demoralization given as a premise demoralization, but as a

10 polling device to determine cosahnity attitudes, it is a bad

11 job.

12 I mean it is designed to create demoralization, it

13 seems to an, if none existed to begin with, and I will give

14 you some examples. The best score that you can have would

15 he a situation occurs very often, and that would be 4; rever

16 would be is 2 would be sometimas, which would be less than
,

17 midpoint. So some of the examples I noticed are if

18 sometimes since THI-1 you have been confused and have had

19 trouble thinking, that would be a score less than the

20 sidpoint, and if sometimes you have felt like crying since
;

21 THI-1, that would be a score less than the midpoint. If you

22 have had cold sweats sometimes since TMI-1, that would be a

23 score. If you are bothered by all different kinds of

24 ailments in different parts of your body sometimes since

25 TMI-1, that would be less than the midpoint on the scale.

~
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.
1 On the perceived threat to physical health of

2 children, if you have childrer do-you think your children's

c 3 cha ncas of getting cancer . have changed because of the THI-1

4 incidents if it has increased, 3; if it has decreased, 1; if

5 it has remained the same, 1. That is, there is a

| .__
_6 perception, there is a premise that getting cancer because-

7 of the accident exists, and there is no opportunity in the

8 po11 to address whether that premise is correct or not.

9- And the same way with genetic defects. It is either

10 increased, decreased or remained the same, beginning with

11 the premise that there are genetic defects. And the only

12 other ' direction it can go is they do not know if these

13 preexisting genetic defects or propensity toward cancer

(
14 exists.

15 It is a very unprofessional survey and it is not

18 worthy, it is not reliable, it cannot be reliable as

17 probative evidence.

18 As to the three or perhaps two or maybe only one,

19 but I think there are going to be two proposals, Dr. Erikson

20 and Dr. lif ton, of course we have not seen theP . We think

21 tha t they should be produced bearing in mind our admonition

22 that we will not separate hopelessly intertwined permissible

23 and impermissible subject matters. I mean if that is the

24 case, we will not bother ruling because it is not our job to

25 do that.
,
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1 They should be produced not for the purpose of

2 presenting them in testimony but for the triple purpose,

3 three purposes. One is for the Board to determine whether,

4 given the considerations that we have listed today, the

-

- - 5 testimony is desirable for a full record. The seccad

- 6 purpose is to permit Intervenors to make a record on what-

- 7 ther: nould have produced in the event we deny it. And the

- 8 third is in the event that it is a close question, and it-

9 could be, the Commission should have an opportunity to knov

to what the testimony would have been and perhaps give

11 direction to the Board when the matter goes before them, or

| 12 perhaps could be certified. I do not know. We have not
i

13 thought about that.

14 So for that reason we vill -- of course, you do not

15 need our permission to prrduce it. and offer it, but if you

16 do produce it and offer it, we vill read it and apply the

17 tests that we have discussed this morning to the testimony.

18 All right. Now the question is when. Yes, when do

19 rou want to do that?j

20 MS. GAIL BRADFORDs I have ';een working on it full
;

21 speed ahead. I as hoping for Monday, and I will promise
|
'

22 delivery in Washington and Harrisburg e.n Wedne rday by

23 Express Mail. I do not know whether the other Board members

24 vill be in Washington but I assume they will be.

25 CHAISMAN SMITHS As far as the Board is concerned,
1
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I we do not need it by Wednesday, but the Licensee I am sure

|
2 would like to.have it as soon as possible.

! t- 3 We will offer our traditional offer to relook at

4 our rulings based upon misconception or mistake, but not

. er 5 upon the judgments.-

1

& MS. GAIL BRADFORDs I just was wondering if you

7 were going to add some comments about Dr. Ziegler also.

8 CHAIRHAN SHITH I beg your pardon?

9 55. GAIL BRADFORD: Dr. Ziegler.

10 CHAIRHAN SHITH: Aren't you on the verge of a

11 s tipulation on that?

12 HS. GAIL BRADFORD: Yes.

13 HR. ZAHLERs I think in f act we have this morning.
,

14 We have stipulated as to that testimony.
~

.

| 15 CHAIBHAN SMITHS But I want to clean up the Board's

16 ruling, comments on the Board's ruling.

17 BE. THOWBBIDGE: Mr. Chairman.

| 18 CHAIRMAN SHITH: Mr. Trowbridge.

19 HR. THOWBBIDGE: May I make simply one suggestion,

20 that the transcript of the Chairman's remarks this morning

21 on this subject be made available to Drs. E' ikson and Iif tonr

22 as soon as possible so they have a first-hand understanding

23 of the scope of permissible testimony?

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes. Again, I wish we could have

25 done this in writing because it is an important issue, but
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1 we just do not have time to do it. All right. I do not

2 know how to do that, but I agree. I agree but I am not

( 3 going to have an opportunity myself to do it.

,
4 58. THOWBRIDGEs With the Board's .lirection or

. 5 permission, we will see .to the delivery of the material.

6 CHAIRMAN SHITHs All right; but I agree that is an

7 appropriate thing. As a matter of fact, we probably will

8 serve the transcript of our ruling in the case as if it were

9 a written ruling ourselves,-but I will not be able to do

10 that for some time.

11 HS. GAIL BRADFORDa Sir, I would like to have a

l 12 copy of it also, the transcript, as soon as possible.

13 CHAIRHAN SHITHa I as sure when you verk with the

14 licensee on getting these to your proposed witnesses that

15 they will provide you with a copy too, but we vill serve in

16 general in this hearing the reasons for our ruling.

17 HR. ZAH1ER: Mr. Chairman, I have one minor point.

18 I think at a crucial point in your ruling you misspoke.

19 After describing the partially relevant and partially

20 irrelevant parts, you vent back to talk about t2e partially

21 relevant and you said that it was very tenuous ar.d

22 unfounded, and I believe you used the word even the

23 " irrelevant" part there, and I think you meant the relevant
|

24 part.

25 CHAIRHAN SHITHs Yes, right. And Mr. Brenner

reminds me that I did not conclude the thought there that
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1 .the main point for the exclusion of the entire Goldsteen

2 testimony is that even the generally relevant area is not

3 even remotely fccused on the context of response to

4 emergency planning-instructions. It does not address it.

5 There are no questions about emergency planning in it. It

i

i 8 would only be useful in a general background way, and that

- 7 was one of our considerations.

8 We had to make those rulings and observations. We

9 do not question the good faith and the effort put into it by;

to Dr. Goldsteen and the people who worked on it, but we have
,

11 to now apply the tests for adjudication and not their

|
12 purposes, and this is an adjudicative proceeding so we have

|

| 13 to make the remarks because it is an adjudication and it is

( being offere'd in an adjudication.14

15 MS. GAIL BRADFORD: Sir, I am not really qualified

18 to assess how Mr. Goldsteen did his study, and I would like

17 an opportunity to talk with him about your comments and get

18 back to you about that.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Yes. Of course we do not know --

20 ve are not quarreling -- we are not making our judgment

21 based on how he did the study. We have not commented on the
,

|
22 selection process.

23 ES. GAIL BRADF0HD4 I mean on his questions. I do

| 24 not know --
|

| 25 CHAIRNAN SMITH: All right.
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1 MS. STRAUBEs Chairman Smith, that was a point, now

2 that the ruling has been clarified on Dr. Goldsteen's

3 testimony. I wonder, now that Intervenors do know what the

4 Board's ruling is and what the Board 's feeling is on what is

5 relevant and irrelevant, if there is a way they could

6 present Dr. Goldsteen's testimony to fall within the

7 relevant category. Would they have the opportunity to do

8 that at the same time they present Erikson and lifton?

|
9 CHAIENAN SHITHs The thrust of our ruling is that

10 even the relevant portions of it were so severely tainted by

i
|

11 the context of the entire survey that we do not believe that
,

12 we on our own as a matter of discretion can approve it. Of

13 course, any new effort by Dr. Goldsteen will also be judged

! 14 on the question of timeliness. We are not precluding. You

15 can always offer. We are not precluding.

16 But this was a question of, having found that it is

17 untimely to begin with , we then have to go to the Board's
|

|
18 evaluation of it, preliminary excursion into the evidentiary

,

|

19 proposed evidence to determine as a matter of discretion we

20 should neverthaless bring the testimony in. So we have to

'

21 evaluate it for that purpose.

22 MS. GAIL BRADFORDs I wonder if we could have an

23 opportunity to look for a substitute of some SCrt. I know it

24 would have to be very soon.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I cannot say. If you do, we will

i

i
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1 have to measure'it on timeliness. #

. _2 __ HS. GAIL BRADFORD: Can 'you give me any guidelinesn . .

3 on that?

- 4. - - CHAIHHAN SMITHS No. When you do it, the Licensee

5 and the other parties vill have an opportunity to address it- _-
.

.

6 fresh as a matter of timeliness. ~

- -7 I said it would take ten minutes 'to rule c~n this,- -. . - -. . . .

8 and it has taken almost a half-hour. .We are under some..
-

.

'

9 pressure to' addourn at noon or shortly af ter that, but we
.

' - 10 vill have to hand 1'e the essential business. I propose that

. 11, we meet again on May 19 to clean up the loose issues, the -

|
12 open issues..

13 ES. GAIL BRADFORD: Do.rou wish me to arrange for

,, 14 the League, Erikson and Lif ton to be here?

15 CHAIRHAN'SHITHs Let 's discuss that. Let's put

16 that on the table for discussion. I do not know whether to

17 look to Mr. Trowbridge or Hr. Zahler.

18 H3. ZAHLEHa The League should clearly be here on

19 the 19th.
I
'

20 CHAIHHAN SHITHa Ios, right. Let's first take up

21 the date of the 19th. Does that seem to be an appropriate

22 date? -

23 HH. TROWBRIDGE. Hr. Chairman, part of my problem

24 is I as not sure what we are going to be coming back on. I

| 25 have very quickly perused the state request' for witnesses on
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*
| 1 the- supplemental evaluations. I think if they are all

2 granted we are talking about a considerable amount of

3 testimony and time. We have not yet, of course, seen UCS's
(

4 requests. We are heading, according to the Board's

I
- 5 memorandus and order, towards design findings June 1.

|

) 6 The Board has previously discussed the possibility,

7 which we would go along with if there are discrete items

8 oven in the area of design that are not ready, we would

9 proceed with the design findings with a hole in them to be

| 10 filled at a later date. It is very difficult for me to
!

11 judge, however, how much we have, and May 19 -- I know

12 nothing of the Board's schedule -- May 19 is later than I
,

1

13 had hoped. I had hoped we might go back on the 12th.

14 CHAIRMAN SMITHS It was scheduled not for the

15 Board's convenience but as a time that we thought would be

16 sufficient time for people to organize what has to be done

|
17 and we night have greater efficiency if that were

1

18 accomplished.

19 (Board conferring.)

20 CHAIRMAN SHITH4 Yes. We have some of these things

21 that are waiting. Licensee's response to UES filing on

22 block valve, the block valve affidavit and response. As you

23 mentioned, the UCS needs on the SER supplements. Did I

24 understand you to say that you understand they will have

25 substantial testimony?
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!
1 HR. TROWBRIDGEa No. The UCS may not have *

2 substantial testimony. They may request it. But my exact

3 recollection is that Ms. Weiss said she was halfway thr ugh

4. Supplement No. 3 and she had a number of questions already

,
7. sh_e thought needed to be addressed by supplemental

6 tes timony. That is the most recent news.

| 7 CHAIENAN SNITHs Mr. Zahler has just filed today,
|

8 moments ago, and I have already lost it, his needs, and I do

9 no.t know what they are. You can summarize them.

( 10 HR. ZAHLERa I am not sure what you are referring
!

11 to.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I meant Nr. Adler". Mr. Adler has

13 filed the Commonwealth's paper. What does your paper sry?

14 HR. ADLER It addresses a number of areas in SER

15 Supplement No. 3 and in the SER supplement on 0737 items.

16 CHAIRHAN SMITH: That you want a witness on.

17 HR. ADLERs Where we would require witnesses, yes,

18 sir .

19 CHAIRMAN SHITH: So your proposal is we had better

20 -- you are suggesting we had better start earlier because of

21 what appears to be a substantial amount of kork to be done.

22 MR. TROWBRIDGEa Yes, Mr. Chairman. I would

23 particularly like to get some of it done the week of the

24 10th, beginning on the 11th. We will be filing, as you

25 know, management findings on the 15th. That is, of course,

l
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1 per the Boa rd 's order. We would like the Board to get as ,
2 auch hearing out of the way so that it can turn to the

3 management findings as soon as possible.

4 MR. ADLERt Mr. Chairman, if I may add, although

-- 5 there are quite a number of discrete issues that we

6 identified, we have not planned a significant amount in

7 terms of time of cross-examination for each discrete issue,

8 so I do not really believe that our cross-examination will

9 be a long amount of time in terms of days. I do not knov

to what UCS has planned.

-

11 CHAIBNAN SNITHs Do you have a comment, Mr. Gray?

12 ER. GHAYa No.

13 CHAIBHAN SHITH: Most of the problems are not in

14 your area, are they?

15 HR. CHAY: No; but in the same vein, my

18 understanding was that the staff was prepared to present

| 17 witnesses to support those SER supplements at the time that

I 18 the supplements themselves were offered, so I guess I do not

19 anticipate any particular problem with preparation for the

20 areas identified as requiring cross-examina tion f rom the
.

21 staff's standpoint.

22 DR. LITTLE: Is environmental qualification going

|
23 to be broken out as a separate category with a separate

24 witness?

25 NB. GRAYS That I guess I cannot say, and I would

l

i
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have to consult with others to find out the proposal on 'that.1

2 HR. TROWBRIDGE: Dr. Little, our understanding on

3 that is that it is a separate matter, it is a separate
(

'
4 witness. He would not be available on May 11.

-
-

5 HS. STRAUBE4 Yes. Dr. Little, as I remember the

6 environmental qualifications was going to be included in the

7 June filings.

8 HR. TROWBRIDGE: No, I think that is incorrect. I
l
| 9 think there was a target date, and to the best of my

10 recollection, it was two weeks from the date that Mr.

11 Tourtellotte spoke, which would make it mid-Hay or early

12 May. There are some June items.

13 (Board conferring.)

14 CHAIRMAN SHITH4 Are we working f rom the assumption
|

| 15 that any request for witnesses will not be opposed?
|

| 16 HR. TROWBRIDGEs No, you may not -- that is not an
|
|

17 assumption, not even an assumption with respect to the

18 Commonwealth.

19 CHAIRHAN SMITH: Okay. Well, 12 that is the case,

20 when will the Board have an opportunity to address filings?

21 We do not want to come up here only to find that --

22 HR. TROWBRIDGEs Mr. Chairman, I think you can

23 safely operate on the assumption that not all of the

24 requests will be opposed, that there will be --

25 CH AIRHAN SMITH: All right. On the week of the
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|

1 13th -- I mean the week of the 11th, Dr. Little has a

2 conflict which will. keep her busy through the 15th; however,

3 she is prepared for us to proceed on the quorum rule on

4 design issues, and that is what we seem to have ahead of us.

~

-7 - 5 So we are able to return here that week and we are willing

'

6 to do it if that seems to be required.

~ ~~ ~

7-- Were you going to say something, Hr. Adler?

: 8' --- HR. ADLEB: I was just going to make a comment if

~ 9 the Board was going to consider hearing the technical issues
|

10 the week of the 11th. This is more of a personal problem

11 than anything, but if I as to file our management findings

12 by the 15th and if I as prepared for litigation of and
|

| 13 participate in the litigation of the technical issues the

14 same week, that would present a conflict for me.

15 CHAIHHAN SHITH: That is the type of problem we

16 have never learned how to handle. I just do not know how to
|

17 do it. It may be you will have to depend heavily upon Mr.

18 Dornsife , perhaps, tha t week. Is that possible? Is he

| 19 available?

20 MB. ADLEB He is available and he vill
;

21 participate, but I as not sure that solves my problem

22 completely. I will have to discuss it with him.

23 CHAI3HAN SMITH: You are not, however, requesting |
1

24 that we defer a week, are you? j

25 HR. AD1ER: I have not heard a request as of yet to
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1 begin technical issues as of the 11th. By understanding was

2 that following the May 1 findings, the Licensee and the

3 Staff would respond and the Board would rule. So I am not

4 sure when we will have a ruling as to which witnesses will

- 5 be produced, and that will begin our preparation for the

6 litigation of the supplemental technical issues. I do not

7 oven know.how to judge the time.

8 CHAIRHAN SHITH I do not know how to judge the

9 time because we are not going to be available for rulings

10 next week. I think perhaps a solution is to come up here

11 and rule. I do not.know how else to do it. I think we

12 should come up here at 1 00 p.m. on the 12th. That seems to

13 se to be a good time to begin and address the problems that

14 we ha ve that have accumulated and make our ruling then.

15 It would.seem to me that in the interia there

16 should be some agreement among the parties as to who is

17 going to testify and that can be worked out. I think it is

18 correct that somebody is going to have to testify, so the

19 parties can be working out who it is going to be and we can

20 come on up and hear it.

21 MS. GAIL BRADFORDs Sir, are we going to start with

22 the SER questions or with the League and Erikson and Lifton

23 on the 12th?

| 24 CHAIENAN SMITH: Oh, that is right. Our plan had

25 been to go with the League of Women Voters at the first

;

I

!
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1 session. Well, we cannot because Dr. Little is interested

2 in that issue, so we would not have the League of Women

3 Yoters prior to the 14th but we could have them then.

4 MS. GAIL BRADFORD I would like to have a time to

5 ala for. Is the 14th a good day?

6 CHAIBHAN SHITHa Does anybody else have any

7 inconsistent thoughts on that? That seems to be a good

8 time. Heally that is the first available time that the

9 Board can hear from them. -Now, if there was an emergency or

to a very, very strong reason, we could have sessions next

11 week, but it is going to be very complicated to do it.

12 HS. GAIL BRADFORDs Okay.

13 CHAIRHAN SHITHs But I think we can make that the

14 14th as a target date.

15 HS. GAIL BRADFORD: Should I also have Dr. Erikson

16 and Dr. Lif ton available en the 14th in case we get to them ?

17 CHAIHHAN SHITH: That is up to rou. Kncving what

18 our ruling is, is there any possibility tha t the Licen see

19 will acquiesce to the testimony of those witnesses, knowing

20 the subject matter?

21 HR. ZAHLER: Mr. Chairman, I really aa not in a

22 position to talk until I have seen the testimony. I just

23 really cannot say.
.

24 CHAIBHAN SMITH: Mr. Trowbridge.

25 HR. THOWBRIDGE: Well, I can conceive of testimony
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1 to which we would ne t ob ject. I think it extremely unifkely

2 that the testimony will not be objectionable in some way.

3 CHAIRHAN SHITHs. When do you think that their
b

4 testimony will be in our hands?

_ 5 MS. GAIL BRADFORDs Wednesday, next week.

6 CHAIRHAN SMITHa So it would be available to us

7 Monday.

8 HS. GAIL BRADFORDa Yes. From York I can only send

9 things Express Mail to Washington. I cannot send them to

10 North Carolina or Tennessee.

11 (Board conferring.)

12 CHAIRHAN SHITHa It seems to me that the most

13 sensible approach is to expect those gentlemen, if they are

! 14 going to appear, the following week.

15 HS. GAIL BRADFORD: During the week of the 12th,
|

16 13th, 14th, .15th of Hay, you would like to expect them to

17 appear if they appear.

18 CHAIRHAN SHITH No. Beginning the --

19 H3. GAIL BRADFORD: The week after that?

20 Ch' AIRMAN SMITHa Beginning th e 12th, the 12th and

| 21 13th we are assuming that there are going tb be design
[
! 22 issues. On the 14th we assume that there will be League of

23 Women Voters and perhaps more design issues. If it appears

24 in communica ting among the parties that their testimony can

25 fit in at that time and there are no objections to it,
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1 then you can schedule it. But as far as the Board is

| 2 concerned, since we vill not even have it for consideration
|

| 3 until the 11th, we can hardly --

4 HS. GAIL BRADFORDs Until the 11th? The 6 th.

I 5 CHAIRHAN SHITH: It will not fune:ionally be

6 available to us on the 6th. Although it may be physically

7 in our offices, we vill not be in our oifices. So the first
'

. 8 time we vill have a chance to really consider it will be the
|
| 9 8th, probably the 8th.
I

to 58. TROBBRIDGEs Er. Chairman, there may be a

11 small inconsistency here between my earlier suggestion of

12 providing transcripts of today's remarks by the Chairman to

13 Drs. Erikson and Lifton and their furnishing testimony by

14 Wednesday. It may not be profitable.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes. Is that realistic?

16 5S. GAIL BRADFORDa Well, the other was based on

17 their understanding of my understanding of what the

18 guidelines for psychological stre.7s are and the statement in
j

19 the February 22, 1980 certification to the Commission. I

20 think they should see what you have said today, and I do not
;

21 not know how that will affect the schedule.

22 ER. TROWBBIDGEs 3r. Chairman, there is no way

23 that --

24 5S. GAIL BBADFORD4 I will try as hard as I can to

25 g e t it as soon as possible.
j
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1 HB. THOWBRIDGEs There is no way for us to get the '

i2 transcript to Drs. Erikson and lif ton before Tuesday

3 morning. We do not.have rush service. We promised that we

4 would not.have it, and we will have to Federal Express or

*~
5 otherwise deliver something up Honday. But I would strongly

~

8 suggest that Dr. Erikson and Dr. Lifton at least hold on to
|

|

| 7 their testimony until they have seen this material.

8 For example, I do not know if this is still the '

9 case, but Hs. Bradford indicated in our last dismission of
!

10 this matter that Dr. Erikson might rely on the survey of Dr.

11 Goldsteen.
l

'

12 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Goldsteen.
'

13 NR. THOWBRIDGEs And --

14 CHAIRNAN SMITHS It is apparent there are too many

15 variables and things that we are not going to be able to

16 control. We will not be available to control them. The only

17 thing I can do is recommend that you work with the parties

18 with the advice that the Board gave you. Do not hurry, do

19 not hurry, have the testimony well thought-out because we

20 a re coing , to use -- well, we ha ve told you what our
s

21 standards would be; and you take it seriously. I mean I

22 know you do, but take it seriously. If it is all

23 intertwined with impermissible areas, it is out.

24 So what I recommend is that the target date f or

25 their appearance be put off until the following week and
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1 tha t you proceed accordingly.

2 Is there anything further?

3 I do have a comment I want to make and make sure

4 that we get it in before we adjourn, and that is this is the

5 last appearance of David Parker, our reporter. He vill nott

t
.

8 be on this case anymore. He has survived it and he is not

| 7 going to take. his chances and push it any f arther.

8 I commented the other day when we started the;

9 hearing without him that the mark of an excellent reporter

10 is the f act that you do not notice his presence, you.just

|
11 assume that everything vill be all right and tha t the record

|
'

12 vill be accurately reporteds and that indeed has been the

13 case, even to the point where Mr. Parker has taken over the

'
14 burden of clarifying ambiguities with the witnesses and

15 finding out what the various letters mean, and preventing

16 them from overlapping.

17 It is a performance that I have never seen

18 excelled. It is outstanding in his profession and we nre

19 very gratef ul to him.
,

20 Anything further?'

21 MR. TROWBBIDGEs Yes, Mr. Chairman.

22 Let me briefly announce that the Staff and

|
23 Licensee have indeed agreed upon joint introductory

24 findings. We vill distribute these and file them with the

25 Board no later than Wednesday, at which time we vill also
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l 1 distribute computerized lists of prepared testimony and
i

2 exhibits through today.
,

3 CHAIRHAN SHITHa All right.,

;

4 Anything further?

- S
- 55. GAIL BRADFORD Yes, sir; just that

8 representatives of the League's panel have been here today
|

7 and we will work with the Licensee, if it is Mr. Zahler's

- 8 pleasure, on his objection.

9 HR. ZAHLERs Mr. Chairman, I have one brief

to comment because Mrs. Aamodt gave us something. She asked us

11 to hand out the exhibit, which was the Humane letter, to the

12 people who were here. She has put a cover sheet on the

13 exhibit which was not initially marked. The cover sheet

14 f ails to properly identif y all the pages in the documents

15 nonetheless, I as going to hand it out as Mrs. Aaeodt gave

16 it to us.

17 CHAIRMAN SHITH: All right, thank you.

18 Although I stated we would be una vailable next

,

19 week, that is not entirely true. I will get back to my
l

20 office every day and see if there are any problems that the
.

21 Board has to attend to.

22 If there is nothing further then, we will adjourn

23 u nt il 1 s 00 p .m . --

| 24 HS. LOUISE BRADFORD: Mr. Smith, there is one more

25 thing. I as really sorry I am late. I have been working

|
,
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1 pretty hard getting this together. When the Stello report
. ;

2 was brought out, I was told that if there were any other !

3 things that I thought:vould contribute to adding the Udall<

4 report to the record -- we worked really hard last night

'5 doing some comparisons, and it becomes apparent that the

6 Stello report, although they used the same body of material,

7 they used different pcctions in these two reports and that

8 the Stello report used only the one day, the 28th, whereas

9 the Udall report used the 28th and the 29th. I am --

10 CHAIRHAN SHITH: What is your reference to 28 and

11 29?

12 MS. LOUISE BRADFORDs Of March -- excuse me.
.

13 M arch 1979.

14 CHAIRHAN SHITH: Oh, I see. You agree that the

15 sar.e data base was available.

16 MS. LOUISE BRADFORD: Exactly.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITHS But the data depended upon in the

18 report was different.

| NS. LOUISE BRADFORD: Yes.19
.

20 CHAIRNAN SHITHs And Stello ves one day.

|
;

| 21 MS. LOUISE BBADFORD: Stello used the 28th of

22 March, whereas the Udall report relies both on the 28th and

23 the 29th of Narch.

24 CHAIRMAN SMITHS All right.

25 MS. LOUISE BRADFORD: What I as saying is that

_
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1 although they used the same body of material, Udall vent

2 more extensively into that material. It relies more heavily

3 on other portions of that material.
,
,

4 CHAIRNAN SHITHs All right.

!

. 5 Did you get a copy of our letter to Udall?

_ 6 55. LOUISE BRADFORDa Yes, I did.
|

'

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay. Anything further?
,

8 HS. LOUISE BRADFORD: But Mr. Smith, what I as

|
! 9 asking at this point is that official notice be taken of the

10 Udall report.

11 ER. THOWBRIDGE: Objection. Objection.

l 12 CHAIRNAN SHITH: That will not be possible. That
i

13 is a very complicated legal problem. We cannot take

14 official notice of the report. That is, official notice

15 would give it the level of evidence which could be cited in

16 findings and upon which a finding could be made, and it does

17 not meet the test of evidence in this proceeding. The Udall

18 Committee staff has not been presented for examination, and

19 that in itself is a sufficient reason for denying it in the
i

|

20 face of the objection.

21 (Board conferring.)

22 CHAIRMAN SHITHa We will have a further discussion

i 23 of cur - perhaps. We will take into account what you have

24 told us and any other submittals that any other party wishes

25 to make and have a further discussion of how we view the

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 Board's role in this proceeding vis-a-vis these various

2 investigations and reports.

(.
3 In the meantine our interest is in factual matters-

4 that have not been previously addressed.
.

5 (Board conferring.)

6 CHAIBHAN SMITHa We will give.you an opportunity

7 to make your action in writing if you wish.

. .8 HS. LOUISE BRADFORDs Thank you, Mr. Smith.

,,9 CHAIERAN SEITH: And of course timeliness is a

10 consideration. Timeliness is already a consideration and it

11 will increasingly become a consideration.

12 MS. LOUISE BRADFORDs I understand that. When the

13 issue was raised again yesterday by Ers. Aamodt and --

14 CHAIENAN SHITHs We believe timeliness should be

15 seasured at least from, at the latest, from the time that we

16 brought witnesses in, again from the time that we addressed

17 your point, and that is that we were not going to conduct

18 our own investigation but that we would receive the record

19 presented to us. That is where I believe is the appropriate

20 time for timeliness.

21 Nevertheless, we did make it clear that this

22 record is always open and is even subject to be reopened

23 when important matters affecting the health and safety of

24 the public are brought to our attention, considering all of

25 the tests that we must apply as f ar as that consideration is
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.
I concerned.

2 All right. Anything further?

3 (No response.)

4 CHAIRHAN SRITH: He vill adjourn, then, until
.

5 1a00 p.m. Hay 12.

6 (Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m. the hearing was

! 7 adjourned, to reconvene at 1:00 p.m., May 12, 1981.)
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